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Abstract
Let p :M→X and q :N → Y be locally trivial bundles, with fibres F and G, respectively, where
all the spaces are connected closed manifolds, but neither the manifolds nor the bundles need be
orientable. Assume further that dimX = dimY and dimF = dimG so dimM = dimN . A fibre-
preserving map f :M → N induces a map f¯ :X → Y of the base and maps fx :Fx → Gf¯ (x) of
the fibres. The purpose of this paper is to relate the Nielsen root number NR(f ) of f with that
of f¯ and fx and to do the same for the absolute degree A(f ). If both f¯ and fx are orientable
maps or if f is both orientable and root-essential (that is, if NR(f ) > 0), then the multiplicative
property A(f )=A(f¯ ) ·A(fx) is shown to be valid. Applying this property to selfmaps of compact
solvmanifolds produces a computational result for the absolute degree of such a map. If f is a root-
essential nonorientable map, the multiplicative property for the absolute degree must be modified in
a way that includes a factor κ(f ) that describes a relationship between the root class structure of
fx and that of f . The Nielsen root numbers of any root-essential fibre-preserving map are found to
satisfy κ(f ) ·NR(f )= NR(f¯ ) ·NR(fx). A fibre-preserving versionFG(f ) of the classical geometric
degree G(f ) is defined and it is shown that FG(f ) = G(f ) if and only if the absolute degree has
the multiplicative property. Letting MR[f ] denote the minimum number of points in the pre-image
of a given point of N among all maps homotopic to f and FMR[f ] the same with regard to fibre-
preserving maps and homotopies, every fibre-preserving map satisfies FMR[f ] = MR[fx] ·MR[f¯ ].
Moreover, if none of the manifolds M,X and F are two-dimensional, then FMR[f ] =MR[f ] if and
only if NR(f )= NR(f¯ ) ·NR(fx). A new bundle and pairing, the fibrewise orientation bundle and the
orientation bundle pairing, are introduced in order to relate the orientation bundles of base, fibre, and
total space of a locally trivial bundle.
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1. Introduction
The topological (Brouwer) degree deg(f ) of a map f :X→ X of a closed orientable
manifold has long been known to possess two “multiplicative properties” [7, p. 173]. One
of them, which we label Property C , relates the degrees of maps f,g :X→ X and their
composition g ◦ f :X→X, namely,
deg(g ◦ f )= deg(f ) · deg(g). (C)
The other multiplicative property, Property P , concerns the Cartesian product f1 ×
f2 :X1 ×X2 →X1 ×X2 of maps f1 :X1 →X1 and f2 :X2 →X2. It is
deg(f1 × f2)= deg(f1) · deg(f2). (P)
Property C is an immediate consequence of the definition of the degree in terms of the
induced homology homomorphism and Property P follows from the Künneth Theorem.
The product property P can be extended in the following way. Let p :M → X be a
locally trivial bundle where M,X and the fibre F are closed orientable manifolds and
f :M → M is a fibre-preserving map. (The relevant definitions from bundle theory are
reviewed in Section 2.) Let the maps f¯ :X→ X and fx :Fx → Ff¯ (x) be induced by f ,
where x ∈X and Fx = p−1(x) and Ff¯ (x) = p−1(f¯ (x)) are the fibres over x and f¯ (x). If
the bundle is orientable, then a multiplicative property
deg(f )= deg(f¯ ) · deg(fx) (F )
can be established by using the Serre spectral sequence of the bundle. The Cartesian
product map f = f1 × f2 :X1 × X2 → X1 × X2 is fibre-preserving with respect to the
trivial bundle given by the projection p :X1 × X2 → X1, with f¯ = f1 and fx = f2, so
Property F implies Property P .
For a map f :X → Y of closed orientable manifolds of the same dimension, the
degree is defined only up to sign, but its absolute value |deg(f )| still contains important
geometric information (see [6, Theorem 5.5]). The multiplicative properties corresponding
to Properties C and P , we will call them Properties |C| and |P |, are again easily deduced
from the definition and the Künneth Theorem respectively. In the same way, we can extend
PropertyF to a fibre-preserving map f :M→N between orientable locally trivial bundles
p :M→X, with fibre F , and q :N → Y , with fibre G, where all of M,N,X,Y,F and G
are closed orientable manifolds, dimX = dimY and dimF = dimG so dimM = dimN .
Then f induces maps f¯ :X→ Y and fx :Fx →Gf¯ (x), where Fx and Gf¯ (x) are the fibres
over x and f¯ (x), and a spectral sequence argument implies∣∣deg(f )∣∣= ∣∣deg(f¯ )∣∣ · ∣∣deg(fx)∣∣. (|F |)
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(In fact, this multiplicative property is valid whether the bundles are orientable or not, see
Corollary 6.10 below.)
If X and Y are closed manifolds of the same dimension, but not necessarily orientable,
it is still possible to capture the geometric information about a map f :X → Y that is
obtained from |deg(f )| in the orientable case. The concepts used for this purpose, the
Nielsen root number NR(f ) and the absolute degree A(f ), were introduced by Hopf in
1930 [13]. A modern version of Hopf’s theory is given in [6] and a summary of the relevant
information can be found in Section 2 below.
In [2] we investigated the possibility of extending Properties |C| and |P | to the Nielsen
root number and the absolute degree. We found that the corresponding multiplicative
properties do hold under suitable restrictions on the class of maps, but they do not
hold in general. However, for the cases in which the multiplicative properties are not
valid, we discovered correction factors which allowed us to obtain modified multiplicative
properties.
The purpose of the present paper is to explore the extent to which Property |F | of
the absolute value of the topological degree extends to the Nielsen root number and the
absolute degree. Let f :M → N be a fibre-preserving map as before, but we no longer
require that the closed manifolds M,N,X,Y,F and G be orientable. Moreover, we do
not require that the bundles be orientable. We cannot expect the multiplicative property
corresponding to |F | for the absolute degree, that is the property
A(f )=A(f¯ ) ·A(fx), (F(A))
to hold in general because it is not even valid for product maps (see [2, Theorem 5.5
and Example 3.2]). However, we will verify Property F(A) under appropriate hypotheses
and, when a correction term must be introduced, we will describe what is needed (see
Theorems 6.8 and 6.16 below). Similar claims can be made for the multiplicative property
NR(f )= NR(f¯ ) ·NR(fx) (F(NR))
that concerns the Nielsen root number of a fibre-preserving map (see Theorem 6.1).
Our approach to establishing Property F(A) and its variants is an elaboration of
something we did in [2]. Consequently, in order to explain the way in which the present
paper is organized, we need to summarize a part of that paper. To simplify the explanation,
we will focus on a case in which the multiplicative properties do hold. Theorem 3.5 of [2]
implies that if f :X→ Y and g :Y →Z are orientable maps of closed manifolds, all of the
same dimension, then for the composition g ◦ f :X→Z we have
A(g ◦ f )=A(f ) ·A(g). (C(A))
(See Section 2 for the definition of orientable map.) Now suppose f1 :X1 → Y1 and
f2 :X2 → Y2 are orientable maps of closed manifolds where dimX1 = dimY1 and
dimX2 = dimY2. We can write the Cartesian product f1 × f2 :X1 × X2 → Y1 × Y2 of
the maps as the composition of Cartesian products of f1 and f2 with identity maps in the
following way:
X1 ×X2 idX1 ×f2X1 × Y2 f1×idY2 Y1 × Y2.
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In Theorem 2.1 of [2] we proved that the Cartesian product of an orientable map and an
identity map is still orientable and that taking the Cartesian product with an identity map
leaves the absolute degree of a map unchanged. Thus, in this case, Property C(A) implies
Property P(A) because
A(f1 × f2) = A
(
(f1 × idY2) ◦ (idX1 ×f2)
)
= A(f1 × idY2) ·A(idX1 ×f2)=A(f1) ·A(f2).
Returning to the present paper, in Theorem 6.8 we will prove that F(A) holds if
f :M → N is a fibre-preserving map such that both f¯ :X→ Y and fx :Fx →Gf¯ (x) are
orientable maps. This result is typical of the multiplicative properties and their variants that
we obtain in Section 6, so an outline of how Theorem 6.8 is proved will serve to explain
the structure of the entire paper. Theorem 2.5 allows us to view a fibre-preserving map
f :M → N as the composition f = h ◦ g of more specialized kinds of fibre-preserving
maps. To understand Theorem 2.5, notice that writing the Cartesian product of maps as a
composition as above, that is
f = f1 × f2 = (f1 × idY2) ◦ (idX1 ×f2)= h ◦ g
and viewing g = idX1 ×f2 :X1 ×X2 →X1 × Y2 as a fibre-preserving map with respect to
projection on the first factor, then g¯ = idX1 . For h= f1 × idY2 :X1 ×Y2 → Y1 ×Y2 viewed
the same way, we see that hx = idY2 . Now, for the decomposition f = h ◦ g :M→N of a
general fibre-preserving map established in Theorem 2.5, we will have g :M →X ×f¯ N
with the property g¯ = idX . (The construction of the “pullback” X ×f¯ N is given in
Section 2.) A fibre-preserving map g such that g¯ is the identity map is called a “lift of
the identity”. The map h :X ×f¯ N → N in Theorem 2.5 is of a type called a “lift of f¯ to
the pullback”, and it has the property that hx can be identified with the identity map idGx
of the fibre Gx .
Just as Theorem 2.1 of [2] implies that A(idX1 ×f2) = A(f2), Theorem 4.1, the
main result of Section 4, implies that, with regard to the composition of Theorem 2.5,
A(g)=A(gx). The purpose of Section 5 is to prove Theorem 5.1 which implies, again with
respect to Theorem 2.5, that A(h) = A(f¯ ). Once Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 are established,
Theorem 3.5 of [2] implies
A(f )=A(g) ·A(h)=A(gx) ·A
(
f¯
)
.
It is not difficult to show that A(gx) = A(fx) and this completes the proof of the
multiplicative property F(A) in Theorem 6.8.
Section 6 contains not only multiplicative properties for fibre-preserving maps, and
their variants that employ correction factors, but also a number of examples that illustrate
the results. In particular, an extensive example concerns the self-maps of compact
solvmanifolds, which may all be viewed as fibre-preserving maps.
Section 7 employs the results from Section 6 to explore the geometric content of A(f )
and NR(f ) in the setting of fibre-preserving maps. We next describe a result that is
representative of the information that can be found in Section 7. Suppose f :M → N is
a map of closed manifolds of the same dimension n and c ∈ N is any point then, for any
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map g homotopic to f , the set g−1(c) must contain at least NR(f ) points and, if n = 2,
there is map g homotopic to f such that g−1(c) consists of exactly NR(f ) points [6,
Theorem 4.3]. Theorem 7.9 implies that if f :M → N is fibre-preserving and none of
the manifolds M,X or F is two-dimensional, then a fibre-preserving map g :M → N ,
homotopic to f through a fibre-preserving homotopy, such that g−1(c) contains exactly
NR(f ) points exists if, and only if, the multiplicative propertyF(NR) is true for f . Readers
whose primary interest is in the geometric behavior of fibre-preserving maps, such as that
illustrated by Theorem 7.9, can obtain the background necessary by reading only Sections 2
and 6.
Section 2 summarizes necessary background material on orientability, in particular the
orientation bundle for a manifold, on Nielsen root theory, and on bundle theory. Section 3
introduces a new bundle, the “fibrewise orientation bundle” analogous to the orientation
bundle, and a new “orientation bundle pairing”, the purpose of which is to relate the
orientation bundles of the fibre, base and total space of a locally trivial bundle. These
tools are crucial for the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. The rather long proof of the main
result of Section 3 is postponed until Section 8.
2. Preliminaries
This section consists of three subsections. Subsection 2.1 discusses orientation ques-
tions: We recall the notion of the orientation bundle and then use it to define some re-
lated concepts—orientation, orientability of manifolds, orientation preserving and revers-
ing loops, and orientation types of maps. Subsection 2.2 reviews concepts from Nielsen
root theory: roots, Nielsen root classes, multiplicity, essentiality, absolute degree, and
the Nielsen root number. Subsection 2.3 is devoted to locally trivial bundles and fibre-
preserving maps of locally trivial bundles.
Throughout this paper, by a manifold we mean a locally Euclidean paracompact
Hausdorff space, that is, a manifold without boundary.
2.1. Orientation
Let X be a dX-dimensional manifold. For this subsection, X need not be compact.
Our discussion of orientation is based on the orientation bundle, p˜X : X˜→ X, for X, [8,
pp. 252–259]. We recall that the set X˜ is defined by
X˜ =
⊔
x∈X
HdX(X,X− x),
where HdX(X,X − x) is the dX-dimensional singular homology group with integer
coefficients. The function p˜X : X˜→X is defined by p˜X(HdX(X,X−x))= x for all x ∈X.
Our first goal is to define a topology on X˜ so that p˜X is a covering map. Our description
differs from that in [8], but it yields the same topology. We will find this alternative
description (suggested by [18, pp. 14–15]) useful for the proofs in Sections 3 and 8.
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Call an open set U ⊂X a closed-cell interior in X if its closure in X is homeomorphic to
a closed dX-dimensional Euclidean cell. Let UX be the set of all closed-cell interiors in X.
Then for any U ∈ UX and any x ∈X, the space X−U is a deformation retract of X− x so
the inclusion X−U ⊂X− x induces an isomorphism of the homology groups of X−U
onto those of X− x . It follows from the five lemma that the inclusion i(U,x) :X,X−U)⊂
(X,X− x) induces a homology isomorphism i(U,x)dX :HdX(X,X−U)HdX(X,X− x)
of infinite cyclic groups. For each U ∈ UX , define ρU :U ×HdX(X,X−U)→ p˜−1X (U)⊂
X˜ by
ρU(x, ξ)= i(U,x)dX(ξ) ∈HdX(X,X− x)
for all (x, ξ) ∈ U ×HdX(X,X − U). Then ρU is a fibre-preserving lift of the identity on
U in the sense that p˜X ◦ ρU(x, ξ)= x for every (x, ξ) ∈ U ×HdX(X,X −U) and it is a
group isomorphism on each fibre, so it is also a bijection.
For each U ∈ UX , give HdX(X,X − U) the discrete topology and give the space
U ×HdX(X,X−U) the product topology.
Lemma 2.1. For every U,V ∈ UX , the function ρ−1U ◦ ρV is continuous on (U ∩ V ) ×
HdX(X,X− V ).
Proof. It suffices to show that ρ−1U ◦ρV is continuous on sets of the formW ×HdX(X,X−
V ), where W ∈ UX and W ⊂ U ∩ V , since these sets form an open cover of (U ∩ V )×
HdX(X,X− V ). So suppose that W ⊂U ∩ V and that W ∈ UX . Consider the diagram
HdX(X,X−U)
i(U,W)dX i(U,x)dX
HdX(X,X−W)
i(V,W)dX HdX(X,X− x)
HdX(X,X− V )
i(V,W)dX i(V,x)dX
where all maps are induced by inclusions. The diagram commutes, the homomorphisms
i(U,x)dX , i(W,x)dX , and i(V ,x)dX are isomorphisms, and therefore i(U,W)dX and i(V ,W)dX
are also isomorphisms. By commutativity, i(U,x)dX = i(W,x)dX ◦ i(U,W)dX and i(V ,x)dX =
i(W,x)dX ◦ i(V ,W)dX and thus
i−1(U,x)dX ◦ i(V ,x)dX = (i(W,x)dX ◦ i(U,W)dX)−1 ◦ (i(W,x)dX ◦ i(V ,W)dX)
= i−1(U,W)dX ◦ i(V ,W)dX.
Therefore, for any x ∈W and any ξ ∈HdX(X,X− V ) we have
ρ−1U ◦ ρV (x, ξ) =
(
x, i−1(U,x)dX ◦ i(V ,x)dX(ξ)
)= (x, i−1(U,W)dX ◦ i(V ,W)dX(ξ))
= (idW ×(i−1(U,W)dX ◦ i(V ,W)dX))(x, ξ),
so
ρ−1U ◦ ρV |W ×HdX(X,X− V )= idW ×
(
i−1(U,W)dX ◦ i(V ,W)dX
)
,
which, as the Cartesian product of continuous maps, is continuous. ✷
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Now let R be the disjoint union of the U × HdX(X,X − U) for U ∈ UX , and let
ρ :R→ X˜ be the function whose restriction to U ×HdX(X,X−U) is ρU . That is,
R =
⊔
U∈UX
U ×HdX(X,X−U),
and ρ(x, ξ) = ρU(x, ξ) for U ∈ UX and (x, ξ) ∈ U × HdX(X,X − U). Give X˜ the
(quotient) topology induced by ρ. (Compare [18, pp. 14–15].) Recall that for the map
p˜X : X˜→X, a set U is evenly covered if (p˜X)−1(U) is the disjoint union of open subsets
of X˜, each of which is mapped homeomorphically onto U by p˜X .
Theorem 2.2.
(a) For every U ∈ UX , the function ρU :U × HdX(X,X − U)→ p˜−1X (U) is a fibre-
preserving lift of the identity, a homeomorphism, and an isomorphism on each fibre.
(b) Each U ∈ UX is evenly covered by the open sets ρU(U × {ξ}) for ξ ∈HdX(X,X −
U), and p˜X : X˜→X is a covering map.
Proof. Part (b) is immediate from (a), so we need prove only (a). Let U ∈ UX . We have
already seen that ρU :U × HdX(X,X − U)→ p˜−1X (U) is a fibre-preserving lift of the
identity, a bijection, and an isomorphism on each fibre. Since ρU is just the restriction of ρ
to U ×HdX(X,X−U), it is continuous. It remains to show that ρ−1U is continuous.
The subspace p˜−1X (U) ⊂ X˜ has the identification topology induced by the map ρ
restricted to ρ−1(p˜−1X (U))=
⊔
V∈UX(U ∩ V )×HdX(X,X− V ). Thus, ρ−1U : p˜−1X (U)→
U ×HdX(X,X−U) is continuous if the composition⊔
V∈UX
(U ∩ V )×HdX(X,X− V )
ρ−→ p˜−1X (U)
ρ−1U−→U ×HdX(X,X−U)
is continuous. This composition is continuous because its restriction to each of the open
sets (U ∩ V ) × HdX(X,X − V ), for V ∈ UX , is just ρ−1U ◦ ρV restricted to (U ∩ V ) ×
HdX(X,X− V ), which is continuous by Lemma 2.1. ✷
Part (a) of Theorem 2.2 uniquely characterizes the topology on X˜, so we will make no
further use of the space R and the map ρ :R→ X˜.
The covering p˜X : X˜→X is called the orientation bundle of X, [8, p. 253].
A homeomorphism h :X → Y of dX-manifolds defines for each x ∈ X a homeo-
morphism h〈x〉 : (X,X − x) → (Y,Y − h(x)) which in turn induces an isomorphism
h〈x〉dX :HdX(X,X − x)  HdX(Y,Y − h(x)), so we may define h˜ : X˜ → Y˜ by h˜(ξ) =
h〈x〉dX(ξ) for x ∈X and ξ ∈HdX(X,X−x). The proof of the following theorem is straight-
forward.
Theorem 2.3.
(a) If h :X → Y is a homeomorphism of dX-manifolds, then h˜ : X˜ → Y˜ is a fibre-
preserving lift of h, a homeomorphism, and an isomorphism on each fibre.
(b) If h :X → Y and g :Y → Z are two homeomorphisms of dX-manifolds, then
g˜ ◦ h= g˜ ◦ h˜.
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(c) If {ht :X→ Y } is an isotopy of dX-manifolds, then {h˜t : X˜→ Y˜ } is also an isotopy.
Each of the groups HdX(X,X − x) for x ∈ X has two possible generators; let X˜(1)
denote the set of all these possible generators, for all x ∈ X. Then, for each U ∈ UX , the
homeomorphism ρU restricts to a homeomorphism
ρ(1)U :U × {µ,−µ}→ p˜−1X (U)∩ X˜(1),
where µ and −µ are the two possible generators of HdX(X,X−U). Thus the restriction of
p˜X to X˜(1) is a two-fold covering space of X. The manifold X˜(1) is called the orientation
manifold of X, [8, p. 255]. Note that if h :X→ Y is a homeomorphism then, because h˜ is
an isomorphism on fibres, h˜ restricts to a homeomorphism of X˜(1) onto Y˜ (1).
If X˜(1) has a section s :X→ X˜(1), then X is orientable, and s is an orientation of X;
otherwise X is nonorientable. If X is connected, then X is orientable if and only if X˜(1)
has two components—each of which is then just a copy of X. Otherwise X˜(1) has one
component. The manifold X˜(1) is always orientable [8, p. 255].
Let σ be a loop in X. Then σ lifts to a path σ˜ in X˜(1). If σ˜ is also a loop, then σ is
orientation preserving. Otherwise σ˜ (1) = −σ˜ (0), and σ is called orientation reversing.
If σ ′ is fixed-end-point homotopic to σ , and σ is orientation preserving (reversing) then
so is σ ′. If τ is a path in X ending at σ(0), and σ is orientation preserving (reversing),
then (τσ )τ−1 is orientation preserving (reversing). Here and elsewhere in this paper, στ
denotes the product of the paths σ and τ , and τ−1 denotes the inverse of τ . The fixed-end-
point homotopy class of σ will be denoted by [σ ]; we will write [σ ][τ ] for [στ ], and [τ ]−1
for [τ−1].
Suppose f :X→ Y is a map of manifolds. Then f is type I, or orientation true if, for
any loop σ in X, f ◦ σ is orientation preserving if and only if σ is. A map f is type III
if there is an orientation reversing loop σ in X such that f ◦ σ is contractible in Y . It is
type II if it is neither type I nor type III. A map is orientable if it is type I or type II, that is,
not type III. (See [6, Definition 2.1] and the references cited there.) Homotopic maps have
the same type.
Let U be an open subset of the manifold X. Then U is also a dX-dimensional manifold
and, for each x ∈U , the inclusion (U,U − x)⊂ (X,X− x) is an excision which therefore
induces an isomorphism HdX(U,U − x)  HdX(X,X − x) and, consequently, a fibre-
preserving bijection U˜ → p˜−1(U) that is an isomorphism on each fibre. Since the diagram
U˜
p˜U
p˜−1X (U)
p˜X|p˜−1X (U)U
⊂ X˜
p˜X
⊂ X
commutes, and p˜U and p˜X|p˜−1X (U) are both local homeomorphisms, the bijection U˜ →
p˜−1X (U) is a fibre-preserving homeomorphism which we may treat as an equality. Using
this convention, if s :X→ X˜ is an orientation of X, then its restriction s|U :U → p˜−1X (U)
is an orientation of U .
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2.2. Nielsen root theory
This subsection contains background material on Nielsen root theory for maps of
connected closed manifolds. The reader can find more detail on most of this material in [6,
2], both of which also treat proper maps of arbitrary manifolds with or without boundary.
Let f :X→ Y be a map of connected closed dX-dimensional manifolds, and let c ∈ Y .
A point x ∈ f−1(c) is a root of f at c. Two roots x0 and x1 of f at c are in the same
(Nielsen) root class of f at c if there is a path σ in X from x0 to x1 such that f ◦ σ is
fixed-end-point homotopic to the constant path in Y at c. There are only a finite number of
root classes, and each root class is both open and closed in f−1(c).
Let R be a root class of f at c and let V be a contractible open neighborhood of c.
Then V is orientable, so choose an orientation for V . Let U be an open neighborhood of R
such that f (U)⊂ V and U contains no roots other than those in R (the set U need not be
connected). If X is orientable, choose an orientation for X and restrict this to an orientation
of U . Then the local degree, degc(f |U), of f |U :U → V is well defined, where the degree
is computed using singular homology with integer coefficients. (See [8, Definition 4.2,
p. 267] for a definition of degc .) If X is not orientable, but the map f is an orientable
map, then U is still orientable and we use the orientation procedure described in [6, (2.5)]
to orient U and compute |degc(f |U)|. If f is not orientable, then coefficients in Z/2Z
are used to compute |degc(f |U)|. The multiplicity of R is defined to be |degc(f |U)| [6,
Definition 2.7]. The multiplicity is the same for all root classes R [6, Theorem 3.5] and it
is also independent of the point c ∈ Y , so we denote it by |m(f )|, and call it the multiplicity
of f . If f has no roots at c, then |m(f )| = 0.
If |m(f )| is nonzero, then we say that the map f is root-essential. In this case the number
of root classes of f at c is called the Nielsen root number of f . It is also independent of the
point c, so we denote the Nielsen root number by NR(f ). On the other hand, if |m(f )| = 0,
then f is root-inessential and we set the Nielsen root number NR(f )= 0.
Motivated by its interpretation as the transverse Nielsen root number, Hopf defined
A(f ), the absolute degree of f :X→ Y , to be the sum of the multiplicities of the root
classes [6, Definition 5.1 and Theorem 5.3]. Since in our manifold setting each root class
has the same multiplicity, A(f )= |m(f )| · NR(f ). For maps of orientable manifolds, the
absolute degree is the same as the absolute value of the topological degree. The numbers
|m(f )| and NR(f ), and thereforeA(f ), are homotopy invariants of f :X→ Y .
Finally, define MR[f ], the minimum number of roots of f , to be the minimum cardinal-
ity of g−1(c) among all maps g homotopic to f . Clearly MR[f ] is a homotopy invariant of
f and MR[f ] NR(f ). In our manifold setting, it is also independent of the point c ∈ Y .
If dimY = 2, it is always possible to modify f by a homotopy so that each root class
is essential and a singleton [6, Theorem 4.3]. This has two useful consequences: First, to
compute |m(f )| we may assume that each root class R is a singleton. The neighborhood
U of R may then be chosen to be connected, so then we may choose either of its two
orientations to compute |degc(f |U)| without making use of the orientation procedure
of [6]. The second consequence is that MR[f ] = NR(f ). For dimY = 2 there are examples
in which the root classes cannot be reduced to singletons. (See [15, Section 4].)
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It is easily seen that if h :X′ → X and g :Y → Y ′ are homeomorphisms, then
|degg(c)(g ◦ f ◦ h|h−1(U))| = |degc(f |U)|. From this and the above definitions, it is
straightforward to show that if f ′ = g ◦ f ◦ h, then |m(f ′)| = |m(f )|, and similarly for
the numbers NR(f ), A(f ), and MR[f ]. Thus, without further proof we state
Theorem 2.4. Suppose f :X→ Y and f ′ :X′ → Y ′ are maps of connected closed dX-
dimensional manifolds, and there are homeomorphisms h :X′ → X and g :Y → Y ′ such
that f ′ is homotopic to g ◦ f ◦ h. Then |m(f ′)| = |m(f )|, NR(f ′) = NR(f ), A(f ′) =
A(f ), and MR[f ′] =MR[f ].
Using results from [6,2], Theorem 2.4 can be substantially generalized by replacing
“homeomorphism” by the weaker hypothesis “homotopy equivalence” for g and h, and
the conclusions regarding |m(f )|, A(f ), and NR(f ) are still valid. We do not need this
generalization in the sequel, so we have not included it here.
2.3. Locally trivial bundles
A map p :M→X is a locally trivial bundle with fibre F [14, p. 20] if there is an open
cover U of X and a homeomorphism φ :U × F → p−1(U) for each U ∈ U , such that
p ◦ φ(x, e)= x for all (x, e) ∈U ×F . We call the homeomorphism φ :U ×F → p−1(U)
a trivializing homeomorphism. It is easy to see that p is both open and surjective, and
therefore an identification. For x ∈X, we will generally denote the space p−1(x) by Fx ; it
is the fibre over x . Given a trivializing homeomorphism φ :U × F → p−1(U) and a point
x ∈ U we will generally use φx to denote the homeomorphism φx :F → Fx defined by
φx(e)= φ(x, e).
All of the bundles and fibrations that we use in this paper are locally trivial bundles.
Spanier calls these “fibre bundles” [17, p. 90], but the definition of fibre bundle in the sense
of Steenrod [18] includes a “structure group”—a topological groupG of homeomorphisms
of the fibre. For this reason we prefer the term “locally trivial bundle.” If, however, we
take G to be the group of all homeomorphisms of the fibre and give it the compact open
topology and the fibre F is compact Hausdorff, then a locally trivial bundle becomes a fibre
bundle in the sense of Steenrod, see [18, pp. 19–20]. If X is a paracompact space, such as
a manifold, then a locally trivial bundle is a fibration, i.e., it has the homotopy lifting
property [17, Corollary 14, p. 96]. For arbitrary bundles over paracompact base spaces, the
concept of fibration is considerably more general than the concept of locally trivial bundle;
however, in all our applications the fibre is a closed manifold, and when the fibre is a closed
manifold, then a fibration is in fact locally trivial—except perhaps for 3-dimensional fibres
(see [9]). Thus, with that exception, in our setting the concepts of “locally trivial bundle”,
“fibre bundle”, and “fibration” coincide.
Given two locally trivial bundles p :M→X and q :N → Y with fibres F and G, a map
f :M → N is fibre-preserving if for each x ∈ X, the set f (Fx) is contained in a single
fibre Gy of q :N → Y . In this case f induces a function, which we generally denote by
f¯ :X→ Y , such that q ◦ f = f¯ ◦ p. Since p is an identification and f¯ ◦ p = q ◦ f is
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continuous, then f¯ is continuous. Also, for each x ∈X, the map f restricts to a map from
Fx to Gf¯ (x) that we shall usually denote by fx :Fx →Gf¯ (x).
An important special type of fibre-preserving map occurs when X = Y and q ◦ f = p,
in which case we call f a lift of the identity.
Denote the projection map from (any subset of) a Cartesian product to the j th factor
of the product by prj . Let q :N → Y be a locally trivial bundle with fiber G, and
let f¯ :X → Y be a map. We define the pullback of q :N → Y induced by f¯ to be
pr1 :X ×f¯ N → X, where X ×f¯ N is the subset of X × N of points (x,n) such
that f¯ (x) = q(n). A trivializing homeomorphism ψ :V × G → q−1(V ) pulls back to
a map φ : f¯−1(V ) × G → pr−11 (q−1(V )) defined by φ(x,n) = (x,ψ(f¯ (x), n)). Then
φ(f¯−1(V )×G)⊂X ×f¯ N so φ is well defined and φ is a trivializing homeomorphism.
Thus, pr1 :X ×f¯ N → X is also a locally trivial bundle with fibre G. We call the map
f = pr2 :X×f¯ N →N the lift of f¯ to the pullback. The fibre map fx = pr2 :Gx →Gf¯ (x)
is a homeomorphism on each fibre. For us, the importance of the pullback construction is
the following
Theorem 2.5 (Compare [14, Proposition 5.5, p. 18]). Let p :M → X and q :N → Y be
locally trivial bundles and let f :M → N be fibre-preserving. Then f may be factored
as the composition f = h ◦ g of two fibre-preserving maps, where g :M → X ×f¯ N
is defined by g(m) = (p(m),f (m)), for m ∈ M , and is a lift of the identity on X, and
h= pr2 :X×f¯ N →N is the lift of f¯ to the pullback.
Proof. Let m ∈ M . Then, since f is fibre-preserving, f¯ (p(m)) = q(f (m)), so by
definition of X ×f¯ N , we have (p(m),f (m)) ∈ X ×f¯ N . Thus g is well defined.
Since pr1(p(m),f (m)) = p(m), then g is a lift of the identity. Since h ◦ g(m) =
pr2(p(m),f (m))= f (m) we have f = h ◦ g. ✷
As pointed out in the introduction, this theorem allows us to divide our study of roots
of fibre-preserving maps into two parts: roots of lifts of the identity, and roots of lifts to a
pullback.
Although the fibre map fx varies from one point x ∈ X to another, and also changes
when we vary f by a homotopy, we will prove that its most important properties do not
change:
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that p :M → X and q :N → Y are locally trivial bundles with
fibres F and G, that M , N , X, Y , F , and G are connected closed manifolds, and that
dimF = dimG.
(a) If f :M →N is a fibre-preserving map, then for any two points x, x ′ ∈X we have
|m(fx)| = |m(fx ′)|, NR(fx)= NR(fx ′), A(fx)=A(fx ′), and MR[fx ] =MR[fx ′ ].
(b) If there is a fibre-preserving homotopy from a map f :M → N to a map f ′ :M →
N and x ∈ X, then |m(fx)| = |m(f ′x)|, NR(fx) = NR(f ′x), A(fx) = A(f ′x), and
MR[fx] =MR[f ′x ].
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As a consequence of (a), whenever f is fibre-preserving we may refer to the multiplicity
|m(fx)| of the restriction fx without specifying the point x ∈X. As a consequence of (b),
we can alter the map f on the total space by a fibre-preserving homotopy without changing
the multiplicity of the restriction to a fibre. Similarly for the other numbers NR(fx),A(fx),
and MR[fx ].
The proof of Theorem 2.6 is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that p :M→X and q :N → Y are locally trivial bundles with fibres
F and G, and that X is both path connected and locally path connected. Then, for any two
points x, x ′ ∈ X, there are homeomorphisms g :Gf¯ (x ′) → Gf¯ (x) and h :Fx → Fx ′ such
that fx and g ◦ fx ′ ◦ h are homotopic.
Proof. Call two points x, x ′ ∈X f -equivalent if there are homeomorphisms g and h such
that fx and g ◦ fx ′ ◦ h are homotopic. Since X is connected, it suffices to show that each
equivalence class is open. Let x ∈ X and let V ⊂ Y be an open neighborhood of f¯ (x)
with trivializing homeomorphism ψ :V ×G→ q−1(V ). Let U ⊂X be a path connected
neighborhood of x such that f¯ (U) ⊂ V and there is a trivializing homeomorphism
φ :U × F → p−1(U). Let x ′ be an arbitrary point in U . It suffices to show that x is f -
equivalent to x ′. Let gx ′ =ψf¯ (x) ◦ψ−1f¯ (x ′) :Gf¯ (x ′)→Gf¯ (x), and let hx ′ = φx ′ ◦ φ−1x :Fx →
Fx ′ . Then both gx ′ and hx ′ are homeomorphisms and the map gx ′ ◦ fx ′ ◦ hx ′ :Fx →Gf¯ (x)
is well defined. Since U is path connected, we may use a path from x ′ to x to define a
homotopy from gx ′ ◦ fx ′ ◦ hx ′ to gx ◦ fx ◦ hx = ψf¯ (x) ◦ ψ−1f¯ (x) ◦ fx ◦ φx ◦ φ−1x = fx , and
therefore x ′ and x are f -equivalent. ✷
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Statement (a) follows directly from Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.7.
To prove (b), let {ht } be a fibre-preserving homotopy from f to f ′, and defineH :M×I →
N by H(x, t)= ht (x). Now apply Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.7 with p × idI :M × I →
X × I in place of p, and H in place of f to conclude that |m(H(x,0))| = |m(H(x,1))|. An
easy application of Theorem 2.4 gives us |m(h0)| = |m(H(x,0))| and |m(h1)| = |m(H(x,1))|,
so |m(f )| = |m(h0)| = |m(h1)| = |m(f ′)|. Similarly, NR(fx)= NR(f ′x), A(fx)=A(f ′x),
and MR[fx ] =MR[f ′x ]. ✷
If f¯0 :X→ Y and f¯1 :X→ Y are homotopic, then although their lifts to their induced
pullbacks are different maps (in fact, have different domains), we will prove that their most
important root properties are the same:
Theorem 2.8. Suppose q :N → Y is a locally trivial bundle with fibreG, that f¯0, f¯1 :X→
Y are homotopic maps, and thatN , X, Y , andG are closed manifolds with dimX = dimY .
Let f0 :M0 → N and f1 :M1 → N be lifts to the pullbacks induced by f¯0 and f¯1. Then
|m(f0)| = |m(f1)|, NR(f0)= NR(f1), A(f0)=A(f1), and MR[f0] =MR[f1].
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 it suffices to find a homeomorphism h1 :M0 → M1 such that
f0 is homotopic to f1 ◦ h1. Let {f¯t } be a homotopy from f¯0 to f¯1. For each t ∈ I let
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Mt =X×f¯t N and let ft :Mt →N be the lift of f¯t to the pullback. Define F 0 :X× I → Y
and F :X × I → Y by F 0(x, t)= f¯0(x) and F(x, t)= f¯t (x) for all (x, t) ∈X × I . Then
F 0 and F are homotopic and therefore induce equivalent pullbacks, that is, there is a fibre-
preserving homeomorphism γ : (X× I)×F 0 N → (X× I)×F N that lifts the identity on
X× I [18, 11.5, p. 53]. Since γ is fibre-preserving, there is a continuous family{
γ(x,t) :GF 0(x,t)→GF(x,t) | (x, t) ∈X× I
}
of homeomorphisms such that γ (x, t, n)= (x, t, γ(x,t)(n)) for all (x, t, n) ∈ (X × I)×F 0
N . For each t ∈ I , define ht :M0 → Mt by ht (x,n) = (x, γ(x,t) ◦ γ−1(x,0)(n)). Then
h1 :M0 → M1 is the desired homeomorphism and {ft ◦ ht } is a homotopy from f0 to
f1 ◦ h1. ✷
3. The fibrewise orientation bundle
Suppose, for this section, that p :M→X is a locally trivial bundle, X is a dX-manifold,
and the fibre F of the bundle is a dF -manifold. Then M itself is a dM -manifold where
dM = dX + dF . Our goal is to describe orientability properties of M , loops in M , and
fibre-preserving maps of M in terms of the corresponding properties for the base space
X and the fibres Fx . To do this, we construct a new bundle pˆM : M̂ →M , “the fibrewise
orientation bundle”, that will keep track of the orientation bundle F˜x of the fibre Fx over x
as the point x moves around X.
The main result of this section, Theorem 3.8, relates a loop σ in M and its projection
loop p ◦ σ in X with regard to the property of being orientation preserving or orientation
reversing. This relationship is crucial in Section 5 where, in Lemma 5.2, we use
Theorem 3.8 and other material from the present section to show that, for f a lift of the
pullback over f¯ , the maps f and f¯ are of the same type and therefore their multiplicities
are computed using the same coefficient group. Lemma 5.2 plays a central role in
establishing the computational formulas that are presented in Section 6. Our understanding
of the relationship between σ and p ◦σ depends on the lift σˆ of σ to a certain subbundle of
M̂ , where σˆ may be a loop or not. Moreover, Lemma 5.2 will make use of a lift σ˜ of σ to
the orientation manifold M˜(1), the construction of which employs the fibrewise orientation
bundle M̂ .
To begin the definition of the fibrewise orientation bundle, we define the set M̂ by
M̂ =
⊔
x∈X
F˜x =
⊔
x∈X
⊔
m∈Fx
HdF (Fx,Fx −m),
and the function pˆM : M̂→M by pˆM(HdF (Fx,Fx−m))=m, for each x ∈X and m ∈ Fx .
So then pˆM |F˜x = p˜Fx : F˜x → Fx for each x ∈X.
Our first goal is to define a topology for M̂ so that pˆM is a covering. For each trivializing
homeomorphism φ :U × F → p−1(U), it will be convenient to write Uφ for U . Let Φ
be the set of all trivializing homeomorphisms φ :Uφ × F → p−1(Uφ) ⊂ M . For each
φ ∈Φ and x ∈ Uφ , the homeomorphism φx :F → Fx induces, by Theorem 2.3(a), a fibre-
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preserving homeomorphism φ˜x : F˜ → F˜x of the orientation bundles. Define φˆ :Uφ × F˜ →
pˆ−1M (p−1(Uφ)) by φˆ(x, ξ)= φ˜x(ξ). Then φˆ is fibre-preserving in the sense that
Uφ × F˜ φˆ
idUφ ×p˜F
pˆ−1M (p−1(Uφ))
pˆM
Uφ × F φ p−1(Uφ)
commutes. Also, φˆ is bijective and a group isomorphism on each fibre.
Lemma 3.1. For every φ,ψ ∈ Φ , the function φˆ−1 ◦ ψˆ : (Uφ ∩ Uψ) × F˜ → Uφ × F˜ is
continuous on (Uφ ∩Uψ)× F˜ .
Proof. The set of sets W × F˜ , where W is an open contractible subset of Uφ ∩ Uψ , is
an open cover of (Uφ ∩ Uψ) × F˜ , so it suffices to show that φˆ−1 ◦ ψˆ is continuous on
W × F˜ . Let W be such a set, fix x0 ∈W , and let {rt :W →W } be a homotopy such that
r0(W)= {x0} and r1 = idW . Define a homotopy {ht :W × F →W × F } by
ht (x, e)=
(
x, φ−1rt (x) ◦ψrt (x)(e)
)
for (x, e) ∈W ×F and t ∈ I . Then {ht } is a homotopy from idW ×(φ−1x0 ◦ψx0) to φ−1 ◦ψ .
Since p˜F : F˜ → F is a covering, idW ×p˜F :W × F˜ →W ×F is also and therefore there is
a homotopy {hˆt :W × F˜ →W × F˜ } covering {ht } such that hˆ0 = idW ×(φ˜−1x0 ◦ ψ˜x0). Since
hˆ1 is continuous, it suffices to show that φˆ−1 ◦ ψˆ = hˆ1 on W × F˜ .
So, suppose (x, η) ∈ W × F˜ , and let e = p˜F (η) ∈ F . Define a path σ in W × F
by σ(t) = (x, φ−1rt (x) ◦ ψrt (x)(e)). Since {φ−1rt (x) ◦ φrt (x) :F → F } is an isotopy, then by
Theorem 2.3(c), so is {φ˜−1rt (x) ◦ φ˜rt (x) : F˜ → F˜ }. Therefore we may define a path σˆ in W × F˜
by σˆ (t)= (x, φ˜−1rt (x)◦ φ˜rt (x)(η)). The path σˆ covers σ and σˆ (0)= (x, φ˜−1x0 ◦ψ˜x0(η)). Define
another path σˆ ′ by σˆ ′(t)= hˆt (x, η). Then σˆ ′ also covers σ and
σˆ ′(0)= hˆ0(x, η)=
(
x, φ˜−1x0 ◦ ψ˜x0(η)
)= σˆ (0).
By uniqueness of path lifting, σˆ ′ = σˆ and thus
hˆ1(x, η)= σˆ ′(1)= σˆ (1)=
(
x, φ˜−1x ◦ ψ˜x(η)
)= φˆ−1 ◦ ψˆ(x, η). ✷
To define the topology on M̂ , give Φ the discrete topology and X× F˜ ×Φ the product
topology. Let T be the subspace of X × F˜ ×Φ consisting of those triples (x, η,φ) such
that x ∈Uφ . Then T is the disjoint union of the open sets Uφ × F˜ × {φ}:
T =
⊔
φ∈Φ
Uφ × F˜ × {φ}.
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Define θ :T → M̂ by θ(x, η,φ) = φˆ(x, η) for (x, η,φ) ∈ T , and give M̂ the (quotient)
topology induced by θ . (Again, compare [18, pp. 14–15].)
Theorem 3.2. For every φ ∈ Φ , the map φˆ :Uφ × F˜ → pˆ−1(p−1(Uφ)) is a homeomor-
phism. Moreover, the diagram
Uφ × F˜
idUφ ×p˜F
φˆ
pˆ−1M (p−1(Uφ))
pˆM
U × F φ p−1(Uφ)
commutes, φˆ is a group isomorphism on each fibre, and pˆM : M̂→M is a covering.
Proof. We already know that the diagram commutes and that φˆ is an isomorphism on
each fibre. The fact that φˆ :Uφ × F˜ → pˆ−1(p−1(Uφ)) is a homeomorphism follows from
Lemma 3.1 in much the same way that Theorem 2.2 follows from Lemma 2.1, so we
omit those details. Suppose V ∈ UF , then it is evenly covered by p˜−1F (V ), so Uφ × V is
evenly covered by Uφ × p˜−1F (V ) using the map idUφ ×p˜F and therefore φ(Uφ × V ) is
evenly covered by φˆ(Uφ × V ) using the map pˆM . Since each point in M is in a set of the
form φ(Uφ × V ), with φ ∈Φ and V ∈ UF , then every point of M is in an evenly covered
neighborhood, so pˆM is a covering. ✷
We call the covering pˆM : M̂→M the fibrewise orientation bundle for p :M→X.
Now let M̂(1)=⊔x∈X F˜x(1)⊂ M̂ . Then for each φ ∈Φ , the homeomorphism φˆ :Uφ×
F˜ → pˆ−1M (p−1(Uφ)) restricts to a homeomorphism φˆ(1) :Uφ × F˜ (1)→ pˆ−1M (p−1(Uφ)) ∩
M̂(1). Using this fact, we find that the restriction of pˆM to M̂(1) is also a covering map
(compare the proof of Theorem 3.2). We call M̂(1) the fibrewise orientation manifold for
p :M→X.
Theorem 3.2 uniquely characterizes the topology on M̂ , so we no longer need the space
T and the map θ :T → M̂ .
Theorem 3.3. For each x ∈X, the inclusions F˜x ⊂ M̂ and F˜x(1)⊂ M̂(1) are embeddings.
Proof. The issue is whether or not the original topology on F˜x coincides with the
topology it inherits as a subspace F˜x = pˆ−1M (Fx) of M̂ . Since both p˜Fx : F˜x → Fx and
the restriction pˆM |F˜x : F˜x → Fx are coverings, they are also local homeomorphisms, so
the two topologies do coincide. Similarly, the two topologies for F˜x(1) coincide. ✷
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that p :M→X is the pullback of a locally trivial bundle q :N →
Y induced by a map f¯ :X→ Y , where Y is a connected dX-manifold. Let f :M → N be
the lift of f¯ . Then there is a map fˆ : M̂→ N̂ such that
(a) M̂
fˆ
pˆM
N̂
pˆN
M
f
N
commutes, and
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(b) for each m ∈M , fˆ is a group isomorphism from pˆ−1M (m) onto pˆ−1N (f (m)).
Proof. Since p :M → X is a pullback, fx is a homeomorphism for each x ∈ X, so we
may define a function fˆ : M̂ → N̂ by fˆ |F˜x = f˜x for each x ∈ X. Then it is clear that
conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied, so it remains to verify that fˆ is continuous. To do that,
let ψ :Uψ ×F → q−1(Uψ)⊂N be a trivializing homeomorphism. Then ψ pulls back to a
trivializing homeomorphism φ :Uφ × F → p−1(Uφ)⊂M , where we have written Uφ for
f¯−1(Uψ). Moreover, the diagram
p−1(Uφ)
f
q−1(Uψ)
Uφ × F
φ
f¯×idF Uψ × F
ψ
commutes. (We have simplified notation slightly by using f for f |p−1(Uφ) and similarly
for f¯ .) This gives us a commutative diagram
pˆ−1M (p−1(Uφ))
fˆ
pˆ−1N (q−1(Uψ))
Uφ × F˜
φˆ
f¯×idF˜
Uψ × F˜
ψˆ
Therefore fˆ = ψˆ ◦ (f¯ × idF ) ◦ φˆ−1 is continuous on pˆ−1M (p−1(Uφ)). Since the set of sets
of this form is an open cover for M̂ , the function fˆ is continuous. ✷
Recall, [14, pp. 15–16], that if q1 :E1 →B and q2 :E2 → B are bundles, then their fibre
product, q4 :E14E2 →B is the bundle whose total space is
E14E2 =
{
(e1, e2) ∈E1 ×E2 | q1(e1)= q2(e2)
}
,
and whose projection q4 is given by q4(e1, e2) = q1(e1) = q2(e2). If q1 and q2 are
coverings, then it is easy to show that q4 :E14E2 → B is also a covering. Now use
p :M →X to pull the orientation bundle p˜X : X˜→X back to a covering M ×p X˜→M .
Then take its fibre product with pˆM : M̂ → M to form p4M : (M ×p X˜)4M→M . The
fibre of p4M above the point m ∈M is(
p4M
)−1
(m)= ({m} ×HdX(X,X− p(m)))×HdF (Fp(m),Fp(m) −m).
Theorem 3.5. There is a continuous fibre-preserving map, the orientation bundle pairing,
×
OB
:
(
M ×p X˜
)
4M̂ → M˜
such that for any m ∈M ,
(a) the restriction to the fibre over m is bilinear, and
(b) if µ ∈HdX(X,X − p(m)) and ν ∈HdF (Fp(m),Fp(m) −m) are generators, then so
is (m,µ) ×
OB
ν ∈HdM(M,M −m).
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In what follows,we will not make use of the definition of the pairing but only the properties
of it stated in the theorem. Therefore, we defer the construction of ×
OB
and the verification
of its properties to Section 8.
Corollary 3.6. The pairing ×
OB
restricts to a continuous bilinear pairing,
×
OB
:
(
M ×p X˜(1)
)
4M̂(1)→ M˜(1).
Corollary 3.7. Let σ be a loop in M , σˆ a lift of σ to M̂(1), τ = p ◦ σ , and τ˜ a lift of τ to
X˜(1). Then the path (σ, τ˜ ) ×
OB
σˆ defined by((
σ, τ˜
) ×
OB
σˆ
)
(t)= (σ(t), τ˜ (t)) ×
OB
σˆ (t) for t ∈ I
is a lift of σ to M˜(1).
The main result of this section is
Theorem 3.8. Let p :M →X be a locally trivial bundle, let σ be a loop in M , and let σˆ
be a lift of σ to M̂(1).
(a) If p◦σ is orientation reversing, and σˆ is not a loop, then σ is orientation preserving.
(b) If p ◦ σ is orientation reversing, and σˆ is a loop, then σ is orientation
reversing.
(c) If p◦σ is orientation preserving, and σˆ is not a loop, then σ is orientation reversing.
(d) If p ◦ σ is orientation preserving, and σˆ is a loop, then σ is orientation preserving.
Proof. Let m= σ(0)= σ(1), τ = p ◦ σ , and let τ˜ be a lift of τ to X˜(1). Then in case (a)
we have τ˜ (1)=−τ˜ (0), and σˆ (1)=−σˆ (0), so(
m, τ˜ (1)
) ×
OB
σˆ (1)= (−(m, τ˜(0))) ×
OB
(−σˆ (0))= (m, τ˜(0)) ×
OB
σˆ (0),
and therefore the lift (σ, τ˜ ) ×
OB
σˆ of σ to M˜(1) is a loop. Similar computations give us the
results recorded in (b)–(d). ✷
The following result, which is also of independent interest, will be used in the proof of
Lemma 4.3.
Theorem 3.9. Let p :M→X be a locally trivial bundle. Then for any x ∈X the inclusion
map ix :Fx ⊂M is type I.
Proof. Let x ∈X, and let σ be a loop in Fx . We must show that σ is orientation preserving
in Fx if and only if it is orientation preserving in M . Let σˆ be a lift of σ to F˜x(1). Then,
by definition, σ is orientation preserving in Fx if and only if σˆ is a loop. According to
Theorem 3.3, σˆ is also a lift of σ to M̂(1). Since σ is in the fiber Fx , then p ◦ σ is the
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constant path at x , and is therefore orientation preserving. Thus, from Theorem 3.8, cases
(c) and (d), σˆ is a loop if and only if σ is orientation preserving in M . ✷
4. Lifts of the identity
Theorem 2.5 expresses a fibre-preserving map as the composition of a lift of the identity
and a lift to a pullback. The purpose of this section is to relate a lift f of the identity to
its restriction fx to a single fibre. We will see that for such a fibre-preserving map the
restricted map retains all the information about f of interest to us, as follows:
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that p :M → X and q :N → X are locally trivial bundles with
fibres F and G, the spaces M , N , X, F , and G are all connected closed manifolds,
dimF = dimG, and f :M → N is a lift of the identity on X. Let x ∈ X, c ∈ Gx , and
let fx :Fx →Gx be the restriction of f . Then
(a) f is an orientable map if and only if fx is an orientable map,
(b) the set of roots of f at c is the same as the set of roots of fx at c,
(c) the set of Nielsen root classes of f at c is the same as the set of Nielsen root classes
of fx at c,
(d) A(f )=A(fx), and NR(f )= NR(fx).
We note that although the Theorem 4.1(a) states that fx and f have the same
orientability, it does not claim that they have the same type. In fact, in the following
example, fx is type I whereas f is type II.
Example 4.2. Represent the Klein bottle K as the quotient space of the unit square with
(s,0) identified to (s,1) and (0, t) identified to (1,1− t), the torus T as the unit square with
(s,0) identified to (s,1) and (0, t) identified to (1, t) and the circle S1 as the unit interval
[0,1] with 0 and 1 identified. Then the map taking (s, t) to s defines locally trivial bundles
K → S1 and T → S1, both with fibre S1. Define a fibre-preserving map f :K → T by
f ([(s, t)]) = [(s,0)]. Since the fibres are orientable manifolds, the constant map fx is
type I for each x . On the other hand, since K is nonorientable and T is orientable, then f
cannot be type I. So, by Theorem 4.1(a), f must be type II.
The rest of the section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 4.1, divided among three
lemmas: Lemma 4.3 proves condition (a), Lemma 4.4 proves (b) and (c), and Lemma 4.5
proves (d). In each lemma we assume the hypotheses of the theorem.
Lemma 4.3. The map f is an orientable map if and only if fx is an orientable map.
Proof. It suffices to show that f is type III if and only if fx is type III. First suppose fx is
type III. Then there is an orientation reversing loop σ in Fx such that fx ◦ σ is contractible
in Gx . By Theorem 3.9, ix ◦ σ is also orientation reversing in M , where ix :Fx →M is the
inclusion. Since fx ◦ σ is contractible in Gx , then jx ◦ fx ◦ σ is contractible in Gx , where
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jx :Gx →N is the inclusion. So ix ◦ σ is an orientation reversing loop in N whose image
f ◦ ix ◦ σ = jx ◦ fx ◦ σ is contractible in N and we conclude that f is type III.
Now suppose that f is type III. In order to show that fx is type III, we will find an
orientation reversing loop ω in Fx such that fx ◦ ω is contractible in Gx . Since f is
type III, there is an orientation reversing loop σ in M such that f ◦ σ is contractible.
Let m= σ(0)= σ(1). We may assume that m ∈ Fx , for otherwise we could replace σ by
(τσ )τ−1 where τ is a path beginning in Fx and ending at σ(0). For purposes of this lemma
we may use c to denote f (m). From the exact homotopy sequences of the fibrations and the
homomorphisms on them induced by fx and f , we construct the following commutative
diagram
π1(Fx,m)
ix#
fx#
π1(M,m)
f#
p#
π2(X,x)
∂F
∂G
π1(X,x)→[x]
π1(Gx, c)
jx#
π1(N, c)
q#
where [x] denotes the trivial subgroup of π1(X,x) consisting of the class of the constant
loop at x . Thus [σ ] ∈ π1(M,m) and f#([σ ])= [c] ∈ π1(N, c). By commutativity,
p#
([σ ])= q# ◦ f#([σ ])= q#([c])= [x] ∈ π1(X,x),
so [σ ] is in the kernel of p#. Hence, by exactness at π1(M,m), there is a loop τ in Fx at m
such that ix#([τ ])= [σ ] ∈ π1(M,m). By commutativity
jx#
(
fx#
([τ ]))= f# ◦ ix#([τ ])= f#([σ ])= [c] ∈ π1(N, c).
By exactness at π1(Gx, c), we conclude that there is a class α ∈ π2(X,x) such that
∂G(α) = fx#([τ ]). Let ω be a loop in Fx at m such that [ω] = [τ ]∂F (α−1) ∈ π1(Fx,m).
We will show that ω is orientation reversing in Fx and that fx ◦ω is contractible in Gx . By
exactness at π1(Fx,m), we have ix#(∂F (α−1))= [m] ∈ π1(M,m), so
[ix ◦ω] = ix#
([ω])= ix#([τ ]∂F (α−1))
= ix#
([τ ])[m] = ix#([τ ])= [σ ] ∈ π1(M,m).
Therefore, since ix is type I by Theorem 3.9 and σ is orientation reversing, ω must also be
orientation reversing. Finally,
fx#
([ω]) = fx#([τ ]∂F (α−1))= fx#([τ ])fx#(∂F (α))−1
= fx#
([τ ])∂G(α)−1 = fx#([τ ])fx#([τ ])−1 = [c] ∈ π1(Gx, c),
so fx ◦ ω is contractible in Gx and therefore fx is type III. ✷
Lemma 4.4.
(a) A point m ∈M is a root of f at c if and only if it is a root of fx at c, and
(b) two points m,m′ ∈ Fx are Nielsen related as roots of fx at c if and only if they are
Nielsen related as roots of f at c.
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Proof. Since fx is a restriction of f , then fx(m)= c only if f (m)= c. On the other hand,
if f (m) = c, then p(m) = q(f (c)) = x , so m ∈ Fx , and therefore fx(m) is well defined
and fx(m)= f (m)= c.
Now suppose that m and m′ are Nielsen related as roots of fx at c. Then there is a path
σ in Fx from m to m′ such that [fx ◦ σ ] = [c] ∈ π1(Gx, c) so [f ◦ ix ◦ σ ] = [fx ◦ σ ] =
[c] ∈ π1(N, c), where ix :Fx ⊂M , and thus m and m′ are Nielsen related as roots of f at
c. To prove the converse, suppose that m and m′ are Nielsen related as roots of f at c. To
show that m and m′ are Nielsen related as roots of fx , we must find a path σ ′ in Fx from m
to m′ such that [f ◦ σ ′] = [c] ∈ π1(Gx, c). Since m and m′ are Nielsen related as roots of
f at c, there is a path σ in M from m to m′ such that [f ◦ σ ] = [c] ∈ π1(N, c). We again
use the commutative diagram from the proof of Lemma 4.3. Let τ be a path in Fx from
m′ back to m. Then the product σ(ix ◦ τ ) is well defined and it is a loop in M at m, so
[σ(ix ◦ τ )] ∈ π1(M,m). Since p = q ◦ f , we have [p ◦ σ ] = [q ◦ f ◦ σ ] = q#([c])= [x].
Since τ is in the fibre Fx we have [p ◦ (ix ◦ τ )] = [x]. Thus
p#
([
σ(ix ◦ τ )
])= [p ◦ σ ][p ◦ (ix ◦ τ )]= [x][x] = [x],
so [σ(ix ◦ τ )] is in the kernel of p#. It follows from exactness at π1(M,m) that there is a
loop ω in Fx at m such that ix#([ω])= [σ(ix ◦ τ )] ∈ π1(M,m). Then fx ◦ (ωτ−1) is a loop
in Gx at c such that
jx#
([
fx ◦
(
ωτ−1
)]) = [jx ◦ fx ◦ ω][jx ◦ fx ◦ (τ−1)]
= [f ◦ ix ◦ ω]
[
f ◦ ix ◦
(
τ−1
)]
= [f ◦ (σ(ix ◦ τ ))][f ◦ ix ◦ (τ−1)]
= [f ◦ σ ] = [c] ∈ π1(N, c),
so [fx ◦ (ωτ−1)] is in the kernel of jx#. Thus, by exactness at π1(Gx, c), there is a class
α ∈ π2(X,x) such that ∂G(α) = [fx ◦ (ωτ−1)]. Let η be a loop in Fx at m such that
[η] = ∂F (α), and let σ ′ = η−1(ωτ−1). Then σ ′ is a path in Fx from m to m′ for which[
fx ◦ σ ′
] = [fx ◦ (η−1(ωτ−1))]
= [fx ◦ η−1][fx ◦ (ωτ−1)]
= (fx# ◦ ∂F (α))−1[fx ◦ (ωτ−1)]
= ∂G(α)−1
[
fx ◦
(
ωτ−1
)]
= [f ◦ (ωτ−1)]−1[f ◦ (ωτ−1)]= [c] ∈ π1(Gx),
and we have demonstrated that m and m′ are Nielsen related as roots of fx . ✷
Lemma 4.5. A(f )=A(fx) and NR(f )= NR(fx).
Proof. We first prove the lemma under the assumption that dimF = 2. As usual, x ∈X and
c ∈Gx . Choose trivializing homeomorphisms φ :Uφ ×F → p−1(Uφ) and ψ :Uψ ×G→
q−1(Uφ), and sets B1 and B2 homeomorphic to closed balls so that
x ∈ IntB1 ⊂ B1 ⊂ IntB2 ⊂ B2 ⊂Uφ ∩Uψ.
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Since dimF = 2, there is a homotopy {h1t :Fx → Gx} from fx to a map gx such that
each root class of gx at c is essential and consists of a single point. This is the first of
three homotopies that we need. Let {rt :B2 → B2} be a homotopy such that rt (x) = x ,
r0(x ′)= x ′, and r1(x ′)= x for all x ′ ∈ B2 and all t ∈ I . Let ξ :X→ I be a map such that
ξ(B1)= 1 and ξ(X − IntB2)= 0. Define our second homotopy {h2t :B2 × F → B2 ×G}
by
h2t
(
x ′, e
)= {(x ′,ψ−1r2ξ(x′)t (x ′) ◦ f ◦ φr2ξ(x′)t (x ′)(e)) for 0 ξ(x ′)t  1/2,(
x ′,ψ−1x ◦ h12ξ(x ′)t−1 ◦ φx(e)
)
for 1/2 ξ(x ′)t  1.
The two expressions agree when ξ(x ′)t = 1/2, so the homotopy is well defined. Moreover,
for x ′ ∈ ∂B2 we have ξ(x ′)= 0, so for x ′ ∈ ∂B2 and any e ∈ F ,
h2t
(
x ′, e
)= (x ′,ψ−1
x ′ ◦ f ◦ φx ′(e)
)=ψ−1 ◦ f ◦ φ(x ′, e).
Therefore we may define our third homotopy {h3t :M→N} by
h3t (m)=
{
ψ ◦ h2t ◦ φ−1(m) for m ∈ p−1(B2),
f (m) for m /∈ p−1(B2).
Let g = h31. Then it is not difficult to verify that
(1) h30 = f , so f and g are homotopic,
(2) g|Fx = gx (which justifies the notation), and
(3) ψ−1 ◦ g ◦ φ|B1 × F = idB1 ×(ψ−1x ◦ gx ◦ φx).
Since fx is homotopic to gx and f is homotopic to g, it suffices to show thatA(g)=A(gx)
and NR(g) = NR(gx). If gx is root-inessential, then it has no roots at c and therefore by
Lemma 4.4 (applied to g and gx in place of f and fx ), neither does g. Thus, in this case,
NR(gx) = NR(g) = A(gx) = A(g) = 0. Assume henceforth that gx is root-essential, and
let m ∈ Fx be a root of gx at c. Let Vx ⊂Gx be a contractible neighborhood of c, and let
Ux ⊂ Fx be a contractible neighborhood of m such that gx(Ux) ⊂ Vx and m is the only
root of gx at c in Ux . Let U = φ−1x (Ux) and V = ψ−1x (Vx). Since {m} is a root class of
gx , the multiplicity of gx is |m(gx)| = |degc(gx |Ux)|, where the degree is computed using
integer coefficients if gx is orientable and Z/2Z coefficients if gx is not orientable.
Now we compute |m(g)|. Let W = IntB1 then, from property (3) above,
ψ−1 ◦ g ◦ φ(W ×U)=W × ((ψ−1x ◦ gx ◦ φx)(U))⊂W × V,
so g(φ(W ×U))⊂ψ(W ×V ). Thus φ(W ×U) is a contractible neighborhood of m ∈M
that is mapped into the contractible neighborhood ψ(W × V ) of c ∈N by g. Furthermore
m is the only root of g at c in φ(W×U), and finally, by Lemma 4.4, {m} is a root class of g.
Thus we may compute the multiplicity of g by |m(g)| = |degc(g|φ(W ×U))|. According
to Lemma 4.3, g is orientable if and only if gx is. So we use the same coefficient group to
compute |m(g)| as we do for |m(gx)|. Since φ and ψ are both homeomorphisms, we may
also compute |m(g)| by∣∣m(g)∣∣ = ∣∣degψ−1(c)(ψ−1 ◦ g ◦ φ|W ×U)∣∣
= ∣∣degψ−1(c)(idW ×(ψ−1x ◦ gx ◦ φx |U))∣∣,
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where the second equality follows from property (3). The local degree satisfies the
multiplicative property for Cartesian products [8, Exercise 2, p. 271], and degc¯(idW)= 1,
so ∣∣m(g)∣∣= ∣∣deg
ψ−1x (c)
(
ψ−1x ◦ gx ◦ φx |U
)∣∣= ∣∣degc(gx |Ux)∣∣= ∣∣m(gx)∣∣,
where the second equality is a consequence of the fact that ψx and φx are homeo-
morphisms. So g and gx have the same multiplicity. Since gx is root-essential, then
|m(g)| = |m(gx)| > 0 and g is also root-essential. Thus NR(g) is the number of Nielsen
classes of g at c and NR(gx) is the number of Nielsen classes of gx at c. By Lemma 4.4,
these two sets of Nielsen classes are the same. Therefore NR(g) = NR(gx) and A(g) =
NR(g) · |m(g)| = NR(gx) · |m(gx)| =A(gx). This proves the lemma if dimF = 2.
So now assume dimF = 2. Consider the bundles p ◦pr1 :M×S1 →X and q ◦pr1 :N×
S1 → X, where S1 is the unit circle. These are locally trivial bundles with fibres F × S1
and G × S1. The map f × idS1 :M × S1 → N × S1 restricted to the fibre Fx × S1 is
fx × idS1 :Fx × S1 →Gx × S1. The fibres F × S1 and G× S1 are three-dimensional so,
from the above proof, A(f × idS1) =A(fx × idS1) and NR(f × idS1) = NR(fx × idS1).
From [2, Theorem 2.1(b)], we haveA(f × idS1)=A(f ), A(fx × idS1)=A(fx), NR(f ×
idS1)= NR(f ), and NR(fx × idS1)= NR(fx). Thus A(f )=A(fx) and NR(f )= NR(fx)
also when dimF = 2. ✷
5. Lifts to the pullback
In this section, we discuss the other special case of a fibre-preserving map that arises in
the composition presented in Theorem 2.5, namely, the lift f to the pullback of a locally
trivial bundle induced by a map f¯ . The statements of the relationships between f and f¯
are similar to those between a lift of the identity and its restriction to a fibre established
in the previous section (Theorem 4.1), but the type of f is always the same as the type of
f¯ , in contrast to the difference in type illustrated by Example 4.2. The proof of this fact,
as Lemma 5.2, makes extensive use of the material developed in Section 3, specifically
Theorems 3.4 and 3.8.
The result to be established in this section is
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that p :M→X is the pullback of a locally trivial bundle q :N →
Y with fibre G induced by a map f¯ :X→ Y , where N , X, Y , and G are connected closed
manifolds and dimX = dimY . Let f :M = X ×f¯ N → N be the lift to the pullback.
Choose c ∈N and let c¯= q(c). Then
(a) f and f¯ are of the same type,
(b) p :M→X sends the set of roots of f at c bijectively onto the set of roots of f¯ at c¯,
(c) two roots of f at c are Nielsen related if and only if their projections in X are
Nielsen related roots of f¯ at c¯, so p induces a bijection from the set of root classes
of f at c onto the set of root classes of f¯ at c¯,
(d) A(f )=A(f¯ ), and NR(f )= NR(f¯ ).
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The proof of the theorem is divided into three lemmas just as in the previous section.
Throughout this section, we assume the hypotheses of the theorem. In particular, M =
X×f¯ N , the map p :M→X is projection onto the first factor, and f :M→N is projection
onto the second factor.
Lemma 5.2. The maps f and f¯ are of the same type.
Proof. We show first that f is type I if and only if f¯ is type I, next that f is type III if f¯
is type III, and last that f¯ is type III if f is type III. It then follows that f is type II if and
only if f¯ is. We will use the map fˆ : M̂→ N̂ guaranteed by Theorem 3.4.
f type I⇐⇒ f¯ type I. Let σ be a loop in M , then τ = p ◦ σ is a loop in X. Let σˆ be a
lift of σ to M̂(1) and τ˜ be a lift of τ to X˜(1). Let σ˜ = (σ, τ˜ ) ×
OB
σˆ be the lift of σ to M˜(1)
given by Corollary 3.7. Let ˜¯f ◦ τ be a lift of f¯ ◦ τ to Y˜ (1). Since fˆ is an isomorphism on
fibers, fˆ ◦ σˆ is a lift of f ◦ σ that lies in N̂(1). Let
f˜ ◦ σ = (f ◦ σ,˜¯f ◦ τ ) ×
OB
fˆ ◦ σˆ ,
so f˜ ◦ σ is a lift of f ◦ σ to N˜(1). Now assume that either f or f¯ is type I. We have to
show that they both are. Our proof consists of verifying the truth table (Table 1), in which
each column corresponds to one of our six lifts. We have entered Y in the table if the lift is
a loop, and N if it is not a loop.
If Table 1 is valid, then a comparison of columns (1) and (5) shows that f¯ is type I.
Similarly, a comparison of columns (3) and (6) shows that f is type I. Thus, it suffices to
verify Table 1, that is, show that columns (3)–(6) follow from columns (1) and (2). Column
(3) follows directly from columns (1) and (2) by Theorem 3.8. Since fˆ is an isomorphism
on fibers, fˆ ◦ σˆ is a loop if and only if σˆ is a loop, so column (4) is identical to (2). Now
if f¯ is type I, then column (5) must be the same as (1), so (6) follows from (4) and (5) by
Theorem 3.8. In the same way, if f is type I, then column (6) must be the same as (3), and
then (5) follows from (4) and (6) by Theorem 3.8.
Table 1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
τ˜ σˆ σ˜ fˆ ◦ σˆ ˜¯f ◦ τ f˜ ◦ σ
N N Y N N Y
N Y N Y N N
Y N N N Y N
Y Y Y Y Y Y
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f¯ type III ⇒ f type III. Suppose f¯ is type III. To show that f is type III, we must find
an orientation reversing loop σ in M such that f ◦ σ is contractible in N . First we will find
a loop σ in M such that
(i) f ◦ σ is contractible in N , and
(ii) p ◦ σ is orientation reversing in X.
We will then show that σ is orientation reversing in M . Let m ∈M , x = p(m) ∈ X, and
y = q(x) ∈ Y . Since f¯ is type III, there is an orientation reversing loop τ in X at x such
that f¯ ◦ τ is contractible in Y . Let σ ′ be a loop in M at m such that p ◦ σ ′ = τ . Then
q ◦ f ◦ σ ′ = f¯ ◦ τ is contractible, so there is a loop ω at f (m) in the fiber q−1(y) such
that f ◦σ ′ and ω are fixed-end-point homotopic, and therefore (f ◦σ ′)ω−1 is contractible.
Since p :M → X is a pullback, there is a loop ω′ at m in the fiber p−1(x) such that
f ◦ ω′ = ω. Now let σ = σ ′ω′−1. Then f ◦ σ = (f ◦ σ ′)(f ◦ ω′−1) = (f ◦ σ ′)ω−1 is
contractible. Also, since ω′ is in the fiber over x , then p ◦ ω′−1 is the constant path at x ,
which we denote by x . Therefore,p◦σ = τx which, since τ is orientation reversing, is also
orientation reversing. Thus σ satisfies (i) and (ii) above. Now lift σ to a path σˆ in M̂(1).
The loop f ◦ σ is contractible, so its lift fˆ ◦ σˆ is contractible and, in particular, fˆ ◦ σˆ is a
loop. Since fˆ is an isomorphism on pˆ−1M (m), σˆ is also a loop. It follows by Theorem 3.8(b)
that σ is orientation reversing. Since f ◦σ is contractible, we have proved that f is type III.
f type III⇒ f¯ type III. Assume that f is type III, then there is an orientation reversing
loop σ in M such that f ◦ σ is contractible. Let σˆ be a lift of σ to M̂(1). Since f ◦ σ is
contractible, so is its lift fˆ ◦ σˆ , and therefore fˆ ◦ σˆ is a loop. Since fˆ is an isomorphism on
fibres, this implies that σˆ is a loop. If p ◦ σ were orientation preserving then, since σˆ is a
loop, Theorem 3.8(d) would imply that σ is orientation preserving, contrary to hypothesis.
Thus p ◦ σ is an orientation reversing loop such that f¯ ◦ p ◦ σ = q ◦ f ◦ σ is contractible,
and therefore f¯ is type III. ✷
Lemma 5.3.
(a) The projection p :M =X×f¯ N →X sends the set of roots of f at c bijectively onto
the set of roots of f¯ at c¯, and
(b) two roots (x, c) and (x ′, c) are Nielsen related roots of f at c if and only if their
projections in X are Nielsen related roots of f¯ at c¯.
Proof. To prove (a), it suffices to show that f−1(c)= f¯−1(c¯)× {c} since the projection
of f¯−1(c¯) × {c} onto f¯−1(c¯) is clearly bijective. Suppose first that (x, y) ∈ f−1(c)
then, since f (x, y) = y by definition, we have y = c and therefore (x, y) = (x, c).
Since (x, c) ∈ X ×f¯ N , we know that f¯ (x) = q(c) = c¯ so (x, y) ∈ f¯−1(c¯) × {c}. We
have shown that f−1(c) ⊂ f¯−1(c¯) × {c}. Conversely, suppose that x ∈ f¯−1(c¯). Then
f¯ (x) = c¯ = q(c) so (x, c) ∈ X ×f¯ N and, since f (x, c) = c, we have (x, c) ∈ f−1(c).
Therefore, f¯−1(c¯)× {c} ⊂ f−1(c).
To prove (b), suppose first that (x, c) and (x ′, c) are Nielsen related roots of f at c so
there is a path σ in X ×f¯ N from (x, c) to (x ′, c) such that [f ◦ σ ] = [c]. Then p ◦ σ is
a path in X from x to x ′ such that [f¯ ◦ (p ◦ σ)] = [q ◦ f ◦ σ ] = [q(c)] = [c¯], and thus x
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and x ′ are Nielsen related. Conversely, we suppose that x and x ′ are Nielsen related roots
of f¯ at c¯ and we have to show that (x, c) and (x ′, c) are also Nielsen related. We will use
the following diagram in which the rows are from the exact homotopy sequences of the
fibrations. Notice that, because f is a lift to the pullback, the restriction fx to the fibre is a
homeomorphism and therefore it induces an isomorphism.
π1(Gx, (x, c))
ix#
≈fx#
π1(X×f¯ N, (x, c))
f#
p#
π1(X,x)
f¯#
[x]
π1(Gc¯, c)
jc¯#
π1(N, c)
q#
π1(Y, c¯) [c¯]
Since x and x ′ are Nielsen related, there is a path σ in X from x to x ′ such that
[f¯ ◦ σ ] = [c¯]. Since X×f¯ N is connected, there is a path τ in X×f¯ N from (x ′, c) back to
(x, c). The product σ(p ◦ τ ) is a loop in X at x , so [σ(p ◦ τ )] ∈ π1(X,x). By exactness at
π1(X,x), there is a loop ω in X×f¯ N at (x, c) such that [p ◦ω] = [σ(p ◦ τ )] and therefore
[p ◦ (ωτ−1)] = [σ ]. Then
q#
([
f ◦ (ωτ−1)])= [q ◦ f ◦ (ωτ−1)]= [f¯ ◦ p ◦ (ωτ−1)]= [f¯ ◦ σ ]= [c¯],
so [f ◦ (ωτ−1)] is in the kernel of q#. By exactness at π1(N, c) there is a loop η in Gc¯ at c
such that [jc¯ ◦ η] = [f ◦ (ωτ−1)]. Since fx# is an isomorphism, there is a loop ξ in Gx at
(x, c) such that [fx ◦ ξ ] = [η]. Then (ix ◦ ξ)−1(ωτ−1) is a path in X ×f¯ N from (x, c) to
(x ′, c) such that[
f ◦ ((ix ◦ ξ)−1(ωτ−1))] = [f ◦ ix ◦ ξ ]−1[f ◦ (ωτ−1)]
= [f ◦ ix ◦ ξ ]−1[jc¯ ◦ η]
= [jc¯ ◦ fx ◦ ξ ]−1[jc¯ ◦ η]
= [jc¯ ◦ η]−1[jc¯ ◦ η] = [c]
and therefore (x, c) and (x ′, c) are Nielsen related roots of f at c. ✷
Lemma 5.4. A(f )=A(f¯ ) and NR(f )= NR(f¯ ).
Proof. We will first prove the lemma under the additional assumption that dimX =
dimY = 2. By [6, Theorem 4.3] we may modify f¯ by a homotopy so that each of its
root classes is essential and is a singleton. By Theorem 2.8, this does not change the
Nielsen number or absolute degree of its lift to the pullback. Thus, in particular, if f¯ is
root-inessential then we may assume it has no roots at c¯ and, by Lemma 5.3(a), the map f
has no roots at c, so NR(f )= NR(f¯ )= 0 and A(f )=A(f¯ )= 0. Assume henceforth that
f¯ is root-essential, and each root class is a singleton.
We begin by showing that f and f¯ have the same multiplicity. Let {x} be a root
class of f¯ at c¯, let ψ :V × G→ q−1(V ) be a trivializing homeomorphism where V is
a contractible open neighborhood of c¯, and let U be a contractible open neighborhood
of x such that f¯ (U) ⊂ V and x is the only root of f¯ at c¯ in U . Then |m(f¯ )| =
|degc¯(f¯ |U)|, where the degree is computed using integer coefficients if f¯ is orientable
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and Z/2Z coefficients if f¯ is not orientable. We now compute |m(f )|. Let W ⊂ G be a
contractible open neighborhood of ψ−1c¯ (c) ∈ G. Then ψ(V ×W) ⊂ N is a contractible
open neighborhood of c. Let φ :U × G→ p−1(U) be the trivializing homeomorphism
defined by φ(u, e)= (u,ψ(f¯ (u), e)). Then f ◦φ(u, e)= f (u,ψ(f¯ (u), e))=ψ(f¯ (u), e),
for any (u, e) ∈ U ×W , so
f ◦ φ|U ×W =ψ ◦ ((f¯ |U)× idW ). (∗)
Thus, since f¯ (U)⊂ V , we have f (φ(U ×W)) ⊂ ψ(V ×W). Since x is the only root of
f¯ at c¯ in U , then it follows from Lemma 5.3(a) that (x, c) is the only root of f at c in
p−1(U)= φ(U ×G), so (x, c) is the only root of f at c in φ(U ×W). By Lemma 5.3(b),
{(x, c)} is a Nielsen root class of f since {x} is a Nielsen root class of f¯ . We may therefore
compute the multiplicity of f by |m(f )| = |degc(f |φ(U ×W))|. By Lemma 5.2, f¯ and
f have the same orientability, so we use the same coefficient group in computing |m(f )|
as we do for |m(f¯ )|. From (∗) and the fact that φ and ψ are homeomorphisms we have
∣∣m(f )∣∣ = ∣∣degc(f |φ(U ×W))∣∣= ∣∣degc(f ◦ φ|U ×W)∣∣
= ∣∣degc(ψ ◦ ((f¯ |U)× idW ))∣∣= ∣∣degψ−1(c)((f¯ |U)× idW )∣∣.
The local degree satisfies the multiplicative property for Cartesian products [8, Exercise 2,
p. 271] and deg
ψ−1x (c)(idW)= 1, so∣∣m(f )∣∣= ∣∣degc¯(f¯ |U)∣∣= ∣∣m(f¯ )∣∣.
Since f¯ is root-essential then |m(f )| = |m(f¯ )| > 0, so f is also root-essential, and
therefore NR(f¯ ) is the number of Nielsen root classes of f¯ at c¯, and NR(f ) is the
number of Nielsen root classes of f at c. By Lemma 5.3(b) these two sets of Nielsen
classes are in bijective correspondence, so NR(f )= NR(f¯ ) andA(f )= NR(f ) · |m(f )| =
NR(f¯ ) · |m(f¯ )| =A(f¯ ). This completes the proof if dimX = 2.
So now assume that dimX = dimY = 2, let idS1 :S1 → S1 be the identity map of
the circle, and consider the pullback of the product bundle q × idS1 :N × S1 → Y × S1
induced by the map f¯ × idS1 :X × S1 → Y × S1. The points of the total space of the
pullback, that is of (X × S1) ×f¯×id
S1
(N × S1), are of the form ((x, a), (n, a)) where
f¯ (x) = q(n) and a ∈ S1. Each such point corresponds to a point of (X ×f¯ N) × S1
under the homeomorphism h : (X × S1) ×f¯×id
S1
(N × S1)→ (X ×f¯ N) × S1 given by
h((x, a), (n, a))= ((x,n), a), and the lift of f¯ × idS1 to the pullback may be written as
(f × idS1) ◦ h. Since dim(X × S1) = dim(Y × S1) = 3, the first part of the proof tells
us that A((f × idS1) ◦ h)=A(f¯ × idS1). Since h is a homeomorphism, this implies that
A(f × idS1)=A(f¯ × idS1). Now [2, Theorem 2.1(b)] implies that A(f × idS1)=A(f )
and A(f¯ × idS1)=A(f¯ ). ThereforeA(f )=A(f¯ ). Exactly the same argument applied to
the Nielsen root number shows that NR(f )= NR(f¯ ). ✷
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6. Multiplicative properties of fiber-preserving maps
We now use Theorem 2.5 to combine our results from Sections 4 and 5 and thereby
obtain results for a general fibre-preserving map. Our first results, in Subsection 6.1,
are a product formula with correction term for the Nielsen root number NR(f ), and
necessary and sufficient conditions for the correction term to equal one. In Subsection 6.2
we establish and illustrate a product formula for the absolute degrees of orientable maps.
These results are then applied in Subsection 6.3 to maps of compact solvmanifolds. Finally,
in Subsection 6.4 we establish and illustrate a product formula with correction term, for
the absolute degrees of nonorientable fibre-preserving maps.
Throughout the rest of this section, p :M → X and q :N → Y are locally trivial
bundles with fibres F and G, the spaces M , N , X, Y , F , and G are all connected closed
manifolds, dimX = dimY , dimF = dimG (so dimM = dimN ), and f :M → N is a
fibre-preserving map. For purposes of our proofs, we let r = pr1 :X ×f¯ N → X be the
pullback of q :N → Y induced by f¯ , and let g :X→ X ×f¯ N be the lift of the identity
and h :X ×f¯ N → N the lift to the pullback guaranteed by Theorem 2.5, so f = h ◦ g.
Choose a point m ∈M , let c= f (m) ∈N , x = p(m) ∈X, and c¯= f¯ (x)= q(c) ∈ Y . Then
g(m)= (x, c) ∈X×f¯ N .
6.1. The Nielsen root number
Theorem 6.1. If f is root-essential, then
κ(f ) ·NR(f )= NR(fx) · NR
(
f¯
)
,
where κ(f ) is the number of root classes of fx at c contained in a root class of f at c.
Proof. Since f is root-essential and f = g ◦h, we have from [2, Theorem 4.3] the formula
κ(g,h) ·NR(f )= NR(g) ·NR(h),
where by [2, Theorem 4.5] the correction factor κ(g,h) is equal to the number of root
classes of g at (x, c) contained in a root class of f at c. From Theorem 4.1(c), the
set of root classes of g at (x, c) is the same as the set of root classes of gx at (x, c).
But, since hx :Gx → Gc¯ is a homeomorphism, the set of root classes of gx at (x, c) is
equal to the set of root classes of fx = hx ◦ gx at c. Thus, κ(g,h) is the number of
root classes of fx at c contained in a root class of f at c, which we have denoted by
κ(f ). From Theorem 4.1(d) we have NR(g)= NR(gx), and since hx is a homeomorphism,
NR(gx) = NR(hx ◦ gx) = NR(fx). Thus NR(g) = NR(fx). Finally, from Theorem 5.1(d)
we have NR(h)= NR(f¯ ). ✷
We now establish an explicit formula for the correction factor κ(f ). For any two groups
A and B with A a subgroup of B , let [B :A] denote the index of A in B . It is the cardinality
of the set B/A of left cosets βA of A in B .
Theorem 6.2. Let k# :π1(Gc¯, c) → π1(N, c) be the homomorphism induced by the
inclusion. Then κ(f )= [kerk# : kerk# ∩ imfx# ].
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To prove this theorem, we will need the following diagram, in which the rows are from
the exact sequences of the fibrations.
π1(Fx,m)
i#
gx#
π1(M,m)
g#
p#
π2(X,x)
∂F
∂G
π1(X,x)→[x]
π1(Gx, (x, c))
j#
hx#
π1(X×f¯ N, (x, c))
h#
r#
π1(Gc¯, c)
k#
π1(N, c)
We first prove an algebraic result concerning the top two exact sequences.
Lemma 6.3. The homomorphism j# :π1(Gx, (x, c))→ π1(X×f¯ N) induces a bijection
[j#] :π1
(
Gx, (x, c)
)
/ imgx# → π1
(
X×f¯ N, (x, c)
)
/ img#.
Consequently, for any subgroup H ⊂ π1(X×f¯ N, (x, c)) we have
[H :H ∩ img#] =
[
j−1# (H) : j−1# (H)∩ imgx#
]
.
Proof. By commutativity, we have j#(imgx#) = g#(im i#) ⊂ img#, so j# does induce a
function [j#] :π1(Gx, (x, c))
/
imgx# → π1(X×f¯ N, (x, c))
/
img#.
To show that [j#] is injective, it suffices to show that for any α ∈ π1(Gx, (x, c)),
if j#(α) ∈ img#, then α ∈ imgx#. So let α ∈ π1(Gx, (x, c)), and suppose that j#(α) ∈
img#. Then there is β ∈ π1(M,m) such that g#(β)= j#(α). By commutativity, p#(β) =
r#(g#(β)) = r#(j#(α)) = [x], where the last equality follows from exactness at π1(X ×f¯
N, (x, c)). Thus, by exactness at π1(M,m), there is γ ∈ π1(Fx,m) such that i#(γ ) = β.
Then
j#
(
gx#
(
γ−1
)
α
) = g#((i#(γ−1))j#(α))
= g#
(
β−1
)
j#(α)= j#(α)−1j#(α)=
[
(x, c)
]
.
Hence, by exactness at π1(Gx, (x, c)), there is δ ∈ π2(X,x) such that ∂G(δ)= gx#(γ−1)α.
So, finally,
gx#
(
γ ∂F (δ)
)= gx#(γ )gx#(∂F (δ))= gx#(γ )∂G(δ)= gx#(γ )gx#(γ−1)α = α.
Thus α ∈ imgx#.
To show that [j#] is surjective, let α img# ∈ π1(X ×f¯ N, (x, c))/ img#. Since r#(α) ∈
π1(X,x), then by exactness at π1(X,x) there is β ∈ π1(M,m) such that p#(β) = r#(α).
Then
r#
(
αg#
(
β−1
))= r#(α)r#(g#(β))−1 = r#(α)p#(β)−1 = r#(α)r#(α)−1 = [x]
so, by exactness at π1(X ×f¯ N, (x, c)), there is γ ∈ π1(Gx, (x, c)) such that j#(γ ) =
αg#(β
−1) ∈ α img#. Thus, [j#](γ imgx#) = α img# and we have proved that [j#] is
surjective.
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To prove the second assertion, let H be a subgroup of π1(X ×f¯ N, (x, c)). Then
the bijection [j#] restricts to a bijection of the set j−1# (H) imgx#/ imgx# onto the set
H img#/ img#, so [j−1# (H) imgx# : imgx#] = [H img# : img#]. But [H : H ∩ img#] =
[H img# : img#] and [j−1# (H) : j−1# (H)∩ imgx#] = [j−1# (H) imgx# : imgx#]. Thus, [H :
H ∩ img#] = [j−1# (H) : j−1# (H)∩ imgx#]. ✷
Proof of Theorem 6.2. From the proof of Theorem 6.1, we know that κ(f )= κ(g,h). By
its definition in [2, Section 4] we have κ(g,h)= [kerh# : kerh# ∩ img#]. Hence, we must
show that
[kerh# : kerh# ∩ img#] = [kerk# : kerk# ∩ imfx#].
By Lemma 6.3, with H = kerh#, we have
[kerh# : kerh# ∩ img#] =
[
j−1# (kerh#) : j−1# (kerh#)∩ imgx#
]
.
Now applying the isomorphism hx# to the groups on the right side of this equation,
[kerh# : kerh# ∩ img#] =
[
hx#
(
j−1# (kerh#)
) : hx#(j−1# (kerh#))∩ imhx# ◦ gx#].
Finally, hx#(j−1# (kerh#)) = hx#(j−1# (h−1# ([c]))) = hx#(h−1x# (k−1# ([c]))) = k−1# ([c]) =
kerk# and hx# ◦ gx# = fx#, so
[kerh# : kerh# ∩ img#] = [kerk# : kerk# ∩ imfx#]. ✷
Of special interest are conditions under which κ(f ) = 1, for then the multiplicative
property for the Nielsen root number holds without a correction factor. The following is an
immediate consequence of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.
Corollary 6.4. In order that κ(f )= 1 it is necessary and sufficient that kerk# ⊂ imfx#. If
this condition holds, and if f is root-essential, then
NR(f )= NR(fx) ·NR
(
f¯
)
.
We must have kerk# ⊂ imfx# whenever kerk# is trivial, hence
Corollary 6.5. Suppose that f is root-essential. Then NR(f )= NR(fx) ·NR(f¯ ) if either
(a) q :N → Y is a trivial bundle, or
(b) π2(Y, c¯) is trivial.
Proof. In case (a), k# is a monomorphism so ker(k#) is trivial. In case (b), by exactness,
kerk# = im(∂Y :π2(Y, c¯)→ π1(Gc¯, c)) is trivial. ✷
Condition (a) gives us a considerable generalization, at least for closed manifolds,
of Theorem 4.7 of [2], which states that the multiplicative property holds for a root-
essential Cartesian product of two maps. Condition (b) holds if Y is aspherical, e.g., an
infrasolvmanifold. It also holds if Y is an H -space [4, Theorem 6.12].
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Here, however, are two examples in which κ(f ) = 1. In the first example, f is an
orientable map and in the second the map f is nonorientable.
Example 6.6 (Compare the example of [5]). We represent S3 as the subset of C2 of
points z = (z1, z2) such that |z| = (z1z¯1 + z2z¯2)1/2 = 1 and let S2 = C ∪ {∞}, then the
Hopf fibration p :S3 → S2 is defined by setting p(z1, z2) = z1/z2. Let 0 = (0,0) ∈ C2
and define r :C2 − 0 → S3 by r(z) = |z|−1z. For some d > 1, define f :S3 → S3 by
f (z1, z2) = r(zd1 , zd2 ), then f preserves the fibres of the Hopf fibration and f¯ :S2 → S2
is given by f¯ (z) = zd and f¯ (∞) = ∞. Setting x = 0 ∈ C ⊂ S2, the map fx is given
by fx(0, z2) = (0, zd2 ) so fx is of degree d and NR(fx) = d . Since S3 and S2 are
simply-connected and f and f¯ are root-essential because they are of non-zero degree,
we have NR(f )= NR(f¯ )= 1. On the other hand, NR(fx)= d so Theorem 6.1 implies that
κ(f )= d .
Example 6.7. We represent P 2 as the unit disc in C with antipodal boundary points
identified. Thus [z] ∈ P 2 is the class consisting of just z if |z| < 1 and of both z and
−z if |z| = 1. Define h¯ :P 2 → S2 =C∪ {∞} by writing
h¯
([z])= (1− |z|)−1z,
which is taken to mean that h¯([z])=∞ if |z| = 1. Let M be the total space of the pullback
by h¯ of the Hopf fibration p :S3 → S2 and let h :M → S3 be the lift to the pullback.
Finally, denote now by f ′ :S3 → S3 the map of Example 6.6, that is f ′(z1, z2)= r(zd1 , zd2 ),
where for this example d > 1 and d is odd, and set f = f ′ ◦ h :M → S3. It is clear that
h¯ is a non-orientable map so h is also non-orientable by Theorem 5.1. Consequently f
and f¯ are non-orientable as well. The maps f and f¯ are root-essential because h¯ is a
homeomorphism on the open disc so the multiplicative property of the topological degree
with respect to Z/2Z coefficients implies that this degree is non-zero for f and f¯ . Thus we
have NR(f )= NR(f¯ )= 1. Since fx = f ′x , as in the previous example we have NR(fx)= d
and therefore κ(f )= d .
6.2. The absolute degree of orientable maps
Theorem 6.8. If f¯ :X→ Y and fx :Fx →Gf¯ (x) are both orientable maps, then
A(f )=A(fx) ·A
(
f¯
)
.
Proof. Since fx = hx ◦ gx , where hx is a homeomorphism and fx is orientable, then gx =
h−1x ◦ fx is also orientable and therefore, by Theorem 4.1(a), the map g is also orientable.
Since f¯ is orientable, then Theorem 5.1(a) implies that its lift h is orientable. Since both
g and h are orientable, if follows from [2, Theorem 3.5] that A(f ) = A(g) · A(h). By
Theorem 4.1, A(g) = A(gx) so, since hx is a homeomorphism, A(g) = A(h−1x ◦ gx) =
A(fx). By Theorem 5.1, A(h) = A(f¯ ) and therefore A(f ) = A(g) · A(h) = A(fx) ·
A(f¯ ). ✷
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Remark 6.9. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 6.8, that fx is root-
essential, then f is also orientable. To explain why this is true, note that fx root-essential
implies that gx = h−1x ◦fx is also root-essential. Thus, by Theorem 4.1, g is both orientable
and root-essential so it must be of type I. Since h is orientable and g is type I, it follows
that f = h ◦ g is also orientable. Note that the assumption that f is root-essential is really
needed here. For instance, if M = N is the Klein bottle and f :M → M is a constant
map, then f is fibre-preserving with respect to the usual fibration of M over the circle (see
Example 4.2), fx and f¯ are both orientable, but f is type III.
Since a map of orientable manifolds is an orientable map, and its absolute degree is the
absolute value of its topological degree, we have
Corollary 6.10. If M,N,X,Y,F and G are all orientable, then∣∣deg(f )∣∣= ∣∣deg(fx)∣∣ · ∣∣deg(f¯ )∣∣.
Since S1 and S2 are orientable manifolds, for f the map of Example 6.6 we have
A(fx) = |deg(fx)| = d and A(f¯ ) = |deg(f¯ )| = d so Theorem 6.8 tells us that A(f ) =
d · d = d2.
Theorem 6.11. If f :M→N is a root-essential orientable map, then
A(f )=A(fx) ·A
(
f¯
)
.
Proof. Theorem 5.3 of [2] implies that the maps g and h are both of type I. Then
gx is orientable by Theorem 4.1(a) so, since hx is a homeomorphism, fx = hx ◦ gx is
orientable. By Theorem 5.1(a), f¯ is Type I and therefore orientable. Thus the hypotheses
of Theorem 6.8 are satisfied. ✷
Example 6.12. Let an action of Z/4Z on S3 = {(z1, z2) ∈ C2: z1z¯1 + z2z¯2 = 1} be
generated by sending (z1, z2) to (−z¯2, z¯1), then the action is free and it can be shown
that the orbit space is the lens space L(4,1). For this example, we represent P 2 as
S2 = C ∪ {∞} with each z identified to −1/z¯ and with 0 and ∞ identified. The Hopf
fibration p :S3 → S2 maps each point of the orbit of (z1, z2) under the Z/4Z action to
either z1/z2 or −z¯2/z¯1, so it induces q :L(4,1)→ P 2 which is a locally trivial bundle.
Moreover, let f :S3 → L(4,1) be the identification map of the Z/4Z action, then f is
fibre-preserving with f¯ :S2 → P 2 the 2-fold covering map. Since f is a 4-fold covering
map, we see that A(f ) = 4 and A(f¯ ) = 2. Now fx :S1 → S1 and, by Theorem 6.8, we
have A(fx)=A(f )/A(f¯ )= 4/2= 2.
6.3. Maps of solvmanifolds
In the previous example, f was a map of orientable manifolds soA(f ) was the absolute
value of the topological degree. We will present a family of examples, of self-maps
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of compact solvmanifolds, which are therefore defined on manifolds that need not be
orientable. We begin with a specific solvmanifold example.
Example 6.13 (Compare [2, Example A.4]). Let M be the Klein bottle and let α,β be
generators of its fundamental group such that αβα−1β = 1. Let f :M → M be a map,
then f#(α) = αbβd and f#(β) = βe for integers b, d, e where either b is odd or e = 0
(see [3, Proposition 6.4, p. 614]). The base and fibre of a Mostow fibration p :M → X
of M must be circles [16, p. 154]; let γ and δ generate the fundamental groups of X and
F respectively. From the exact sequence of the fibration we can see that f¯#(γ )= γ b and
fx#(δ)= δe . We can apply Theorem 6.8 to conclude that
A(f )=A(fx) ·A
(
f¯
)= ∣∣deg(fx)∣∣ · ∣∣deg(f¯ )∣∣= |eb|.
More generally we have the following theorem which presents a procedure for
calculating the absolute degree of a self-map of any compact solvmanifold.
Theorem 6.14. Let f :M →M be a map of a compact solvmanifold, then A(f ) is the
absolute value of a product of degrees of self-maps of tori (of various dimensions) and
therefore the absolute value of a product of determinants of integer matrices.
Proof. The map f is homotopic to a fibre-preserving self-map of a Mostow fibration
p :M → X so we may assume f is fibre-preserving [16, Theorem 1.1]. In a Mostow
fibration the base X is a torus and the fibre F is a nilmanifold. Tori and nilmanifolds
are orientable, so we may apply Theorem 6.8 to obtain A(f )=A(fx) ·A
(
f¯
)
. Since f¯ is
a self-map of a torus, A(f¯ ) = |deg f¯ | = |det(f¯#)| where f¯# :π1(X,x)→ π1(X, c¯) is the
homomorphism induced by f¯ and thus we have A(f )=A(fx) · |det(f¯#)|. Since fx is a
self-map of the nilmanifold Fx , it is also homotopic to a map, that we will denote by f1,
that is fibre-preserving with respect to another Mostow fibration in which Fx is now the
total space. So A(fx)=A(f1)=A(f1x) · |det(f¯1#)|, and therefore,
A(f )=A(f1x) ·
∣∣det(f¯1#) · det(f¯#)∣∣=A(f2) · ∣∣det(f¯1#) · det(f¯#)∣∣,
where f2 is fibre-preserving with respect to yet another Mostow fibration. Since the only
compact one and two dimensional nilmanifolds are tori, we know that after a finite number,
say n, of repetitions of this process the fibre will be a torus and we will have
A(f )= ∣∣det(fn#) · det(f¯(n−1)#) · · ·det(f¯1#) · det(f¯#)∣∣. ✷
Example 6.15. Let M be the quotient space of R3 = R × R2 under the equivalence
relations(
x, (y1, y2)
)∼ (x + k, (y1, y2))
for any integer k and(
x, (y1, y2)
)∼ ((−1)k1+k2x, (y1 + k1, y2 + k2))
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for any integers k1, k2, then M is a compact solvmanifold (see [12] and also [11]). Let G be
a nonzero integer and let A= [aij ] be a nonsingular two-by-two integer matrix such that
both a11 + a21 and a12 + a22 are odd. A map f :M→M can be defined by setting
f
([
x, (y1, y2)
])= [Gx, (a11y1 + a12y2, a21y1 + a22y2)].
Moreover, f is fibre-preserving with respect to the Mostow fibration p :M → S1 × S1 =
R ⊕ R/Z ⊕ Z defined by p([x, (y1, y2)]) = [y1, y2] with fibre S1 = R/Z. The map
f¯ :S1×S1 → S1×S1 induces an endomorphism of the fundamental group π1(S1×S1)=
Z⊕ Z represented by the matrix A. For γ ∈ π1(S1) a generator, the restriction of f to a
fibre induces an endomorphism such that fx#(γ )= γ±G. Applying Theorem 6.14, we find
that A(f )= |G · det(A)|.
Since NR(f ) = A(f ) for maps of solvmanifolds of the same dimension, [2, Theo-
rem A3], the results of this subsection concerning the absolute degree apply equally well
to the Nielsen root number.
6.4. The absolute degree of nonorientable maps
Theorem 6.16. Suppose f :M → N is a root-essential nonorientable map, then at most
one of the maps f¯ and fx is orientable and
κ(f ) · |mo| ·A(f )=A(fx) ·A
(
f¯
)
,
where |mo| is the multiplicity of the orientable map, f¯ or fx , if there is one. Otherwise,
|mo| = 1.
Here, κ(f ) is the same correction factor as in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 of [2], since f is root-essential, so also are g and h. Now suppose
that both fx and f¯ were orientable maps, then as in the proof of Theorem 6.8, both g and
h are orientable. It follows from [6, Lemma 3.10] that g and h must then be type I maps,
which would make f type I as well, contrary to the hypothesis. Thus we conclude that at
most one of fx and f¯ is an orientable map. By Theorem 6.1,
κ(f ) ·NR(f )= NR(fx) · NR
(
f¯
)
.
Now NR(f )=A(f ) because f is nonorientable. Moreover,A(fx)= |m(fx)| ·NR(fx) and
also A(f¯ )= |m(f¯ )| ·NR(f¯ ), where at least one of |m(fx)| = 1 or |m(f¯ )| = 1 is true since
both are root essential maps and at least one is nonorientable, as we have shown. Writing
NR(fx)=A(fx)/|m(fx)|, or similarly for f¯ , completes the proof. ✷
Example 6.7 furnishes us with a map f :M→ S3 with A(f )= 1 whereasA(fx) ·A(f¯ )
= d > 1 and κ(f )= d . The map fx is orientable and of multiplicity 1 so |mo| = 1 in this
case. For an example in which |mo|> 1 we have
Example 6.17. Represent real projective 4-space P 4 as the unit ball in the space H= R4
of quaternions with antipodal points q and −q on the boundary identified. Let S4 =
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H ∪ {∞} and define h¯ :P 4 → S4 as in Example 6.7, that is, h¯([q]) = (1 − |q|)−1q.
Let S7 be represented as the unit sphere in H2, then the Hopf fibration p :S7 → S4 is
defined by p(q1, q2) = q1/q2. Let M be the total space of the pullback of that Hopf
fibration by h¯ and let h :M → S7 be the lift to the pullback. For an odd integer d > 1,
let f ′ :S7 → S7 be defined by f ′(q1, q2) = r(qd1 , qd2 ), where r :H2 − 0 → S7 is defined
by r(q1, q2) = (q1q¯1 + q2q¯2)−1/2(q1, q2). Then the map f = f ′ ◦ h :M → S7 is fibre-
preserving, non-orientable and root-essential, as in Example 6.7, and we again have
A(f ) = A(f¯ ) = 1 and A(fx) = d . However, in this example the map fx :S3 → S3 is
mapped into a simply-connected space, so it has just one root class which must therefore
be of multiplicity d . Thus this example illustrates Theorem 6.16 in the case κ(f )= 1 and
|mo| = d .
7. The fibred geometric degree and the fibred minimum number of roots
7.1. The fibred geometric degree
We begin by recalling the definition of the geometric degree of a map. By a d-ball we
mean a subspace of a topological space which is homeomorphic to the closed unit ball
in Euclidean d-space. Now if f :M → N is a map between two manifolds of the same
dimension dM , orientable or not, then the geometric degree G(f ) of f is the least non-
negative integer for which there exists a d-ball B in N and a map g :M → N which is
homotopic to f , such that g−1(B) has G(f ) components, and each component is mapped
by g homeomorphically onto B . This is equivalent to saying that for any c in the interior of
B , the map g is transverse at c. Like NR(f ) and A(f ), the number G(f ) is independent of
the choice of the point c ∈N . Hopf [13] introduced the absolute degree A(f ) of the map
f in order to calculate G(f ) using the tools of algebraic topology. If M and N are closed
manifolds or if dM  3, the absolute degree always equals the geometric one, but there are
maps f of surfaces with boundary such that A(f ) = G(f ). See [6, Sections 5 and 6] for
details, in particular Definition 5.2 and Theorems 4.2 and 6.1 of [6].
Now consider the setting of this paper, where we have two locally trivial bundles
p :M→X with fibre F and q :N → Y with fibre G where dimension dimM = dimN =
dM , dimX = dimY = dX and dim F = dimG = dF and all the manifolds are closed. In
this setting, the geometric degree of a fibre-preserving map f :M → N can be defined as
before, but this definition ignores the fibred nature of M and N and the fibre-preserving
property of f . Thus the question arises whether in this setting the map g with the minimum
number of homeomorphic counter-images of a ball can be chosen as a fibre-preserving
map, and the homotopy between f and g can be chosen to be fibre-preserving. This
question is related to problems concerning fixed points of fibre-preserving maps studied
by P. Heath and the results of this section are related to those in [10], but the methods we
use are quite different from Heath’s. To study a geometric degree of fibre-preserving maps
which is invariant under fibre-preserving (but not necessarily under arbitrary) homotopies,
we define the fibred version of the geometric degree as follows:
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Definition 7.1. Let f :M → N be a fibre-preserving map between two locally trivial
bundles p :M→X and q :N → Y , where M and N are dM -dimensional manifolds. Then
the fibred geometric degree FG(f ) of f is the least non-negative integer for which there
exists a dM -ball BdM ⊂N , and a map g :M →N which is homotopic to f under a fibre-
preserving homotopy, such that g−1(BdM ) has FG(f ) components, and each component
is mapped by g homeomorphically onto BdM .
The existence of maps g that are homotopic to f under a fibre-preserving homotopy and
transverse at c ∈N will follow from the proof of Lemma 7.4 below.
Since the geometric degree and absolute degree are the same for maps of closed
manifolds, Theorem 2.6 implies that G(fx) is the same for all points x ∈ X, and that
G(fx)= G(gx) if g is fibre-preserving homotopic to f .
It is clear from the definitions of the geometric and the fibred geometric degree that
FG(f ) G(f ). But equality quite often holds, as can be seen from the next theorem.
Theorem 7.2. The fibred geometric degree satisfies FG(f ) = G(fx) · G(f¯ ). Further,
FG(f )= G(f ) if and only if A(f )=A(f¯ ) ·A(fx).
Before proving the theorem we point out that it, together with Theorem 6.11, shows
that the geometric and the fibred geometric degree do not have to be distinguished for an
important class of mappings:
Corollary 7.3. If f :M→N is a root-essential, orientable fibre-preserving map, then its
fibred geometric degree equals its geometric degree.
We shall now state and prove two lemmas which will easily yield Theorem 7.2. In
the first, Lemma 7.4, we prove that FG(f )  G(fx) · G(f¯ ). To do so, we start with a
fibre-preserving map f :M → N . We homotope f¯ :X→ Y to a map g¯ :X→ Y that is
transverse at c¯ = q(c), then homotope fx :Fx → Gc, for each root x of g¯ at c¯, to a map
that is transverse at c, and finally we use these maps to construct a fibre-preserving map
g :M → N , homotopic to f under a fibre-preserving homotopy, that is transverse at c.
To prove in the second, Lemma 7.6, that FG(f )  G(fx) · G(f¯ ), we start with a fibre-
preserving map f :M → N which is transverse at c, and show that it determines maps
fx :Fx →Gc for x ∈ f¯−1(c¯) that are transverse at c and a map f¯ :X→ Y transverse at c¯.
Lemma 7.4. The fibred geometric degree satisfies FG(fx) G(fx) · G(f¯ ).
Proof. To prove the lemma, it is sufficient to construct a dM -ball BdM ⊂ N and a fibre-
preserving map g :M → N which is homotopic to f under a fibre-preserving homotopy,
such that g−1(BdM ) has G(fx) · G(f¯ ) components, and each component is mapped by g
homeomorphically onto BdM . Such a map g will be constructed in four steps.
We select a point c ∈N and let c¯= q(c).
Step 1: Construction of a map g¯ :X→ Y . It follows from the definition of geometric
degree that there exists a map g¯ :X→ Y which is homotopic to f¯ :X→ Y , has precisely
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G(f¯ ) roots at c¯, and is transverse at c¯. This means that there exists a dX-ball #Bc¯ in Y
which contains c¯ in its interior, and so that g¯−1(#Bc¯) consists of G(f¯ ) disjoint dX-balls #Bi ,
with i = 1,2, . . . ,G(f¯ ), where each contains one root xi of g¯ at c¯ in its interior and #Bi
is mapped homeomorphically onto #Bc¯ . By using the homotopy lifting property we obtain
from g¯ :X → Y a fibre-preserving map g0 :M → N which is homotopic to f under a
fibre-preserving homotopy.
Step 2: Construction of maps g′i on the fibres of M at the roots xi of g¯. Since g0 is
fibre-preserving homotopic to f , then G(g0x) = G(fx). Hence, for each i , there exists a
map g′i :Fxi → Gc¯ homotopic to g0xi such that each map has precisely G(fx) roots at
c and is transverse at c. This implies that there exists a dF -ball Dc in Gc¯ containing c
in its interior and so that g′i
−1
(Dc) consists of G(fx) disjoint dF -balls Dj in Fxi , with
j = 1,2, . . . ,G(fx), each of which contains precisely one root dj of g′i at c in its interior,
and is mapped homeomorphically onto Dc . By taking subspaces if necessary, we can
assume that Dc is independent of the roots xi and dj , and thus use the same Dc for all
roots of all g′i .
Step 3: Partial extension of the maps g′i . We will extend the g′i to a map g′′ :K →
q−1(#Bc¯), where K is the closed subspace of M defined by K =⊔(p−1(#Bi)). As p :M→
X and q :N → Y are locally trivial bundles, there exist trivializing homeomorphisms
Ui ×Fxi → p−1(Ui) and V ×Gc¯ → q−1(V ), where Ui is an open subset of X containing#Bi and V is an open subset of Y containing #Bc¯. By restriction, they define fibre-
preserving homeomorphisms φi : #Bi ×Fxi → p−1(#Bi) and ψ : #Bc¯ ×Gc¯ → q−1(B¯c¯). Then
maps g′′i :p−1(#Bi) → q−1(#Bc¯) can be defined by g′′i ◦ φi(x, d) = ψ(g¯(x), g′i (d)) for
all (x, d) ∈ #Bi × Fxi and, as g′′i |φi(B¯i × Dj) is (up to homeomorphism) the product
of the homeomorphisms g¯|#Bi and g′i |Dj , the map g′′i restricts for each pair i, j to a
homeomorphism of φi(B¯i × Dj ) onto ψ(#Bc¯ × Dc). As #Bi is contractible, there exists
a fibre-preserving homotopy from g0|p−1(#Bi) :p−1(#Bi)→ q−1(#Bc¯) to g′′i . We use the
maps g′′i and their fibre-preserving homotopies to g0|p−1(#Bi) to define a map g′′ :K →
q−1(#Bc¯) by g′′|p−1(B¯i )= g′′i for all i = 1,2, . . . ,A(f¯ ), and a fibre-preserving homotopy
g′′t :K × I →N from g0|K :K→N to g′′ :K→N .
Step 4: Extension of g′′ to a fibre-preserving map g :M → N . By [1, Theorem 2.1] we
can extend the map G, defined on (M×{0})∪ (K× I) by G(m,0)= g0(m) for all m ∈M
andG(m, t)= g′′t (m) for allm ∈K and t ∈ I , to a map H :M×I →N with q ◦H(m, t)=
q ◦ H(m,0) for all m ∈ M and t ∈ I . This fibre-preserving homotopy defines a fibre-
preserving map g :M → N by g(m) =H(m,1) for all m ∈M . As g is fibre-preserving,
it has no roots at c outside K . Now consider the dM -ball BdM = ψ(#Bc¯ ×Dc) in q−1(#Bc¯).
Then g−1(BdM ) is the disjoint union of the sets φi(#Bi ×Dj ) for all i = 1,2, . . . ,A(f¯ ) and
all Dj ⊂ Fxi . As g was constructed as a homeomorphism g′′i on each of these subspaces in
step 3, and as there are G(fx) ·G(f¯ ) such subspaces, we have FG(f ) G(fx) ·G(f¯ ). ✷
Before showing that FG(f ) G(fx) · G(f¯ ), we prove a lemma which provides criteria
for transversality much easier to verify than the definition. Although we are concerned
in this paper only with closed manifolds, the result holds for arbitrary manifolds, that is,
manifolds that are not necessarily compact and that may have nonempty boundary. Since
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the lemma is of independent interest, we present it in this more general setting. Recall that
a map g :P →Q is proper if g−1(C)⊂ P is compact whenever C ⊂Q is. Note that if P
is a compact manifold, as it is in our applications, then every map g : (P, ∂P )→ (Q,∂Q)
is proper. Here is the lemma.
Lemma 7.5. Suppose that g : (P, ∂P ) → (Q,∂Q) is a proper map of manifolds of
the same dimension, and that c ∈ Int(Q). Then, in order that g be transverse at c,
it is necessary and sufficient that each x ∈ g−1(c) has a neighborhood Ux such that
g|Ux :Ux → g(Ux) is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Necessity is clear. To prove sufficiency, let c ∈ IntQ and suppose that each x ∈
g−1(c) has a neighborhood Ux ⊂ P such that g|Ux :Ux → g(Ux) is a homeomorphism.
Then g−1(c) is discrete and, since g is proper, g−1(c) is also compact and therefore finite.
So we may assume (by taking smaller neighborhoods if necessary), that the neighborhoods
Ux are pairwise disjoint. Also, since g−1(c)⊂ IntP , we may assume that each Ux is an
open subset of IntP .
By invariance of domain, g(Ux) is an open neighborhood of c for each x ∈ g−1(c).
So, since g−1(c) is finite, the set
⋂
x∈g−1(c) g(Ux) is an open neighborhood of c. Select a
compact neighborhood C of c such that C ⊂⋂x∈g−1(c) g(Ux). Let D be the family of all
closed neighborhoods D of c. Then
⋂
D∈DD ∩C = {c}, so⋂
D∈D
g−1(D) ∩ g−1(C)= g−1
( ⋂
D∈D
D ∩C
)
= g−1(c)⊂
⊔
x∈g−1(c)
Ux,
and therefore⋂
D∈D
(
g−1(D)∩ g−1(C)−
⊔
x∈g−1(c)
Ux
)
= ∅.
Since g is proper, then g−1(C) is compact, thus{(
g−1(D)∩ g−1(C)−
⊔
x∈g−1(c)
Ux
)∣∣∣D ∈D}
is a family of closed sets in the compact space g−1(C) whose intersection is empty. It
follows that the family cannot have the finite intersection property, so for some finite
subfamily D′ ⊂D we must also have⋂
D∈D′
(
g−1(D) ∩ g−1(C)−
⊔
x∈g−1(c)
Ux
)
= ∅,
and therefore
g−1
( ⋂
D∈D′
D ∩C
)
⊂
⊔
x∈g−1(c)
Ux.
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The set
⋂
D∈D′D ∩ C is a finite intersection of neighborhoods of c, so it is also a
neighborhood of C and therefore contains a closed ball neighborhood B of c. For this B ,
g−1(B)⊂ g−1
( ⋂
D∈D′
D ∩C
)
⊂
⊔
x∈g−1(c)
Ux,
so
g−1(B) = g−1(B)∩
⊔
x∈g−1(c)
Ux
=
⊔
x∈g−1(c)
Ux ∩ g−1(B)=
⊔
x∈g−1(c)
(g|Ux)−1(B).
Since g|Ux is a homeomorphism onto g(Ux) for each x and since B ⊂ g(Ux) for each x ,
then g maps the closed ball (g|Ux)−1(B) homeomorphically onto B for each x ∈ x−1(c).
Therefore g is transverse at c. ✷
To see that we must require that the map in Lemma 7.5 is proper, let S1 be the unit
circle in C and let f : (0,4π) → S1 be the exponential map. The map f is a local
homeomorphism at each point of f−1(1), but f is not transverse at 1. The reason is that,
no matter how small a Euclidean neighborhood E of 1 we choose, f−1(E) will contain
components of the form (0, a) and (b,4π) that are not mapped homeomorphically onto E.
Note that f is not proper: the inverse image of any compact neighborhood of 1 will fail to
be compact.
Lemma 7.6. The fibred geometric degree satisfies FG(f ) G(fx) · G(f¯ ).
Proof. If G(fx) = 0, then the statement is trivially true, so assume G(fx) > 0. Choose
c ∈M , and let c¯= q(c) ∈ Y . By the definition of the fibred geometric degree, there is a map
fibre-preserving homotopic to f that is transverse to c and has exactly FG(f ) pre-image
components. To simplify the notation, we assume that f already has these properties.
We first show that fx is transverse at c for each x ∈ f¯−1(c¯). Let x ∈ f¯−1(c¯) and let
m ∈ f−1x (c). Then m ∈ f−1(c) so, since f is transverse at c, there is a neighborhood
S ⊂M of m such that the restriction of f to S is a homeomorphism onto f (S). Then
S ∩ Fx is a neighborhood of m in Fx mapped homeomorphically onto fx(S ∩ Fx) so, by
Lemma 7.5, fx is transverse at c.
We next show that f¯ is transverse at c¯. Let x ∈ f¯−1(c¯). Since G(fx) > 0 and fx is
transverse at c, there is a root m ∈ f−1x (c)⊂ f−1(c). Since f is transverse at c, there is a
neighborhood S ⊂M of m ∈M that f maps homeomorphically onto its image T = f (S).
By invariance of domain, T is a neighborhood of c so, by taking smaller neighborhoods if
necessary, we may assume that T is of the form T =ψ(V ×W), where V is open in Y , the
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map ψ :V ×G→ q−1(V ) is a trivializing homeomorphism, and W is a connected open
set in G. We now have the commutative diagram.
S
f |S
p|S
T
q|T
p(S)
f¯ |p(S)
V
Since p is an open map, then p(S) is a neighborhood of x , so to show that f¯ is transverse
at c¯, it suffices (by Lemma 7.5) to show that f¯ |p(S) is a homeomorphism. Let y ∈ V .
Since f |S is fibre preserving and surjective, we have
Gy ∩ T =
⊔
x ′∈(f¯ |p(S))−1(y)
(f |S)(Fx ′ ∩ S).
Each set Fx ′ ∩ S is open in Fx ′ , so by invariance of domain each set (f |S)(Fx ′ ∩ S) in the
disjoint union is open in Gy . But Gy ∩ T is homeomorphic to the connected set y ×W ,
so there must be exactly one set (f |S)(Fx ′ ∩ S) in the disjoint union, and therefore exactly
one point x ′ ∈ (f¯ |p(S))−1(y). It follows that f¯ |S is bijective. To see that f¯ |S is an open
map, let U be open in p(S). Then, since p|S is surjective, we have(
f¯ |p(S))(U)= (f¯ |p(S))((p|S)((p|S)−1(U)))= (q|T ) ◦ (f |S)((p|S)−1(U))
which is open because p|U is continuous and both f |U and q|T are open maps. It follows
that f¯ |p(S) is a homeomorphism, so f¯ is transverse at c¯.
The lemma now follows by an easy counting argument: Since f¯ is transverse at c¯, then
f¯ has at least G(f¯ ) roots at c¯. For each of these roots x , the fibre map fx :Fx → Gc¯ is
transverse at c and therefore has at least G(fx) roots of f at c. Thus the map f :M → N
has at least G(fx) · G(f¯ ) roots at c. But by construction, f has exactly FG(f ) roots at c.
Therefore FG(f ) G(fx) · G(f¯ ). ✷
Proof of Theorem 7.2. It is immediate from Lemmas 7.4 and 7.6 that FG(f )= G(fx) ·
G(f¯ ). Therefore FG(f ) = G(f ) if and only if G(f ) = G(fx) · G(f¯ ). It follows from
the equality of the geometric and absolute degrees for maps of closed manifolds that
FG(f )= G(f ) if and only if A(f )=A(fx) ·A(f¯ ). ✷
We illustrate Theorem 7.2 with a few simple examples. In Example 6.7, we have
FG(f )=A(fx) ·A(f¯ )= d whereas G(f )=A(f )= 1, so f can be homotoped to a map
g such that g−1(c) is a single point m ∈M and g is a homeomorphism in a neighborhood
of m, but this cannot be done in a fibre-preserving manner. Example 6.17 furnishes another
example with the same property. On the other hand, for the map f of the Klein bottle
described in Example 6.13, we can find a map g homotopic to it and fibre-preserving with
respect to the Mostow fibration that is transverse to c and g−1(c) contains exactly |be|
points, and for no map g homotopic to f , fibre-preserving or not, can g−1(c) contain
fewer points.
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7.2. The fibred minimum number of roots
We now study the minimum number of roots concept from the same point of view. Let
MR[f ] be the minimum number of roots among all (not necessarily fibre-preserving) maps
in the homotopy class of the map f :M → N . (See [6, §3], where the symbol MR[f ; c]
is used. It follows from the homogeneity of manifolds that in our closed manifold setting
this expression is independent of c, and so we omit the letter c.) We adapt the minimum
number of roots concept to the setting of fibre-preserving maps as follows.
Definition 7.7. Let f :M → N be a fibre-preserving map between two locally trivial
bundlesp :M→X and q :N → Y , whereM andN are closed dM -dimensional manifolds.
Then the fibred minimum number of roots FMR[f ] of f is the minimum number of roots
at any point c ∈N for all maps g :M→N in the fibre-preserving homotopy class of f .
The existence of maps g that are in the fibre-preserving homotopy class of f and
have finitely many roots will follow from the proof of Theorem 7.9 below. As in the
case of the geometric and the fibred geometric degree, it is clear from the definition that
FMR[f ]MR[f ].
We first show by an example that there does not always exist a product formula for
FMR[f ] of the form FMR[f ] = NR(fx) · NR(f¯ ) which corresponds to the formula for
FG(f ) in Theorem 7.2, and that even the insertion of an integer-valued correction factor
cannot always produce such a product formula for FMR[f ].
Example 7.8. Let T be the torus, let T #T be the double torus and let f1 :T #T → T
be the map presented as the counter-example in [15, Section 4]. Lin proved that f1 is
a root-essential map with Nielsen root number NR(f1) = 3, but the minimum number
of roots in the homotopy class of f1 is MR[f1] = 4 and hence MR[f1] > NR(f1). Now
let S1 be the unit circle, and consider the spaces M = (T #T ) × S1 and N = T × S1
as trivial bundles over S1. We select a point c ∈ N , and write as usual p :M → S1 and
q :N → S1 for the projections. Let id :S1 → S1 be the identity map on the unit circle, and
let f = f1 × id :M → N . It follows from [2, Theorem 2.1(b)] that NR(f )= NR(f1) = 3
and, as the dimension of M and N is three, it follows from [6, Theorem 4.3] that the
minimum number of roots in the homotopy class of the map f is MR[f ] = NR(f )= 3.
Let g :M→N be any map obtained from f by a fibre-preserving homotopy. As f¯ is the
identity, the map g¯ :S1 → S1 is homotopic to the identity and so it has at least one root x1
at c¯. Therefore the map gx1 :Fx1 →Gc¯ is homotopic to the map f1 :T #T → T and thus gx1
has at least MR[f1] roots on Fx1 . But each of these roots is also a root of g and therefore
the map g must have at least MR[f1] roots. Thus FMR[f ]  4 > NR(fx) · NR(f¯ ) = 3.
Now f is homotopic by a fibre-preserving homotopy to a map f ′ × id with four roots at
(c1, c2) ∈ N where f ′ :T #T → T is chosen as a map with four roots at c1 ∈ T , which
exists according to [15, Section 4]. Hence FMR[f ] = 4 and we see that FMR[f ] is not an
integer multiple of the product NR(fx) ·NR(f¯ ) in this case.
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However, there does exist a product formula for FMR[f ] which is similar to the product
formula for FG(f ) given in Theorem 7.2, under suitable hypotheses, as follows.
Theorem 7.9. Let f :M→N be a fibre-preserving map.
(a) The fibred minimum number of roots is FMR[f ] =MR[fx] ·MR[f¯ ],
(b) If dX = 2 and dF = 2, then the fibred minimum number of roots is FMR[f ] =
NR(fx) ·NR(f¯ ). If, further, dM = 2, then FMR[f ] =MR[f ] if and only if NR(f )=
NR(fx) ·NR(f¯ ).
Proof. The proof of part (a) is modeled on the proof of Theorem 7.2, but it is simpler as no
transversality arguments are involved so the various balls can be replaced by points. First,
replacing Lemma 7.4, we show that FMR[f ]MR[fx ] ·MR[f¯ ]. If MR[fx ] ·MR[f¯ ]> 0,
then the proof is carried out in three steps.
Step 1. Construction of a map g¯ :X→ Y . We select a point c ∈N and a map g¯ :X→ Y
which has precisely MR[f¯ ] roots at c¯ and is homotopic to the map f¯ :X→ Y determined
by f . Such a map exists according to the definition of MR[f¯ ]. Let its roots at c¯ be xi ,
where i = 1,2, . . . ,MR[f¯ ].
Step 2. Construction of maps g′i on the fibres of M at the roots xi of g¯. By applying
the homotopy lifting property we obtain from g¯ a fibre-preserving map g0 :M→N which
is homotopic to f under a fibre-preserving homotopy. For each i we homotope the map
g0|Fxi :Fxi → Gc¯ to a map g′i which has precisely MR[fx ] roots at c. The existence of
such a map follows from the definition of MR[fx ] and the fact that MR[fx ] is independent
of x according to Theorem 2.6(a). We define a closed set K by K =⊔Fxi , and use
the maps g′i and their homotopies to g0|Fxi to define a map g′ :K → N by g′|Fxi = g′i
for all i = 1,2, . . . ,MR[f¯ ] as well as a fibre-preserving homotopy g′t :K × I → N from
g0|K :K→N to g′ :K→N .
Step 3. Extension of g′ to a fibre-preserving map g :M → N . We define a map G on
(M×{0})∪(K×I) by setting G(m,0)= g0(m) for all m ∈M and G(m, t)= g′t (m) for all
m ∈K and t ∈ I . As in Step 4 of the proof of Lemma 7.4, we use [1, Theorem 2.1] to extend
G to a fibre-preserving homotopy H :M × I → N . Thus we have a fibre-preserving map
g :M → N which has no roots at c outside K by setting g(m) =H(m,1) for all m ∈M .
The map g has MR[fx ] ·MR[f¯ ] roots at c and therefore FMR[f ]MR[fx ] ·MR[f¯ ].
If MR[fx ] · MR[f¯ ] = 0 then at least one of the factors in this product is zero. If
MR[f¯ ] = 0, then by definition there exists a map g¯ :X → Y which is homotopic to f¯
and has no roots at c¯. By homotopy lifting of g¯ we obtain a fibre-preserving homotopy
which maps no fibre Fx to Gc¯. Hence g has no roots at c. If, on the other hand, MR[f¯ ]> 0
but MR[fx ] = 0, we can use the construction of steps 2 and 3 above so that c /∈ g′i (Fxi )
for all i and thus obtain a fibre-preserving map g which is homotopic to f by a fibre-
preserving homotopy and g has no roots at c. In either case, MR[f ] = 0=MR[fx ] ·MR[f¯ ]
so FMR[f ]MR[fx] ·MR[f¯ ] is true no matter what the value of MR[fx] ·MR[f¯ ].
Replacing Lemma 7.6, we will show that FMR[f ]MR[fx] ·MR[f¯ ]. Select c ∈Nand
let c¯= q(c) as before. If FMR[f ] = 0, then it follows from Definition 7.7 that there exists
a fibre-preserving map g :M → N which is related to f by a fibre-preserving homotopy
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and has no roots at c. Hence, for any point x ∈ g¯−1(c¯), the map gx = g|Fx :Fx →Gc¯ has
no roots at c, and therefore it follows from Theorem 2.6 that MR[fx ] =MR[gx] = 0, and so
Theorem 7.9(a) is true in this case. If FMR[f ]> 0, we consider any fibre-preserving map
g which is related to f by a fibre-preserving homotopy and has FMR[f ] roots at c, and
repeat the counting argument presented at the end of the proof of Lemma 7.6. This time
we have, if g¯ has ν(g¯) roots xi at c¯, that ν(g¯)MR[f¯ ], and if gxi has ν(gxi ) roots, then
we obtain from Theorem 2.6 that ν(gxi ) MR[fx]. If again ν(gx) denotes the minimum
of the ν(gxi ), then we have
FMR[f ] ν(gx) · ν
(
g¯
)
MR[fx ] ·MR
[
f¯
]
,
which completes the proof of Theorem 7.9(a).
Part (b) is an immediate consequence of part (a) as dF = 2 and dX = 2 imply MR[fx ] =
NR(fx) and MR[f¯ ] = NR(f¯ ) according to [6, Theorem 4.3], and further dM = 2 implies
MR[f ] = NR(f ) by the same result. ✷
Example 7.10. Let p :S3 → S2 be the Hopf fibration and f :S3 → S3 the fibre-preserving
map of Example 6.6 with NR(f )= NR(f¯ )= 1 and NR(fx)= d > 1. Theorem 7.9 can be
applied to conclude that although, by Theorem 4.3 of [6], there is a map g homotopic to f
such that g−1(c) is a single point, no fibre-preserving map homotopic to f can have this
property.
8. The definition of the orientation bundle pairing and proof of Theorem 3.5
Theorem 3.5 states that there is a continuous fibre-preserving map, called the orientation
bundle pairing, from (M ×p X˜)4M̂ to M˜ , that is bilinear on the fibre over each m ∈M
and allows the construction of a generator of HdM (M,M − m) out of generators of
HdX(X,X − p(m)) and HdF (Fp(m),Fp(m) −m). For the construction of the pairing, let
m ∈ M , and x = p(m). Choose a trivializing homeomorphism φ :Uφ × F → p−1(Uφ)
such that m ∈ φ(Uφ×F). Consider the following maps: The inclusion αφ : (Uφ,Uφ−x)⊂
(X,X−x), the homeomorphism βφ : (F,F −φ−1x (m))→ (Fx,Fx −m) defined by φx , the
homeomorphism γφ : (Uφ × F,Uφ × F − φ−1(m))→ (p−1(Uφ),p−1(Uφ)−m) defined
by φ, and the inclusion δφ : (p−1(Uφ),p−1(Uφ)−m)⊂ (M,M −m). Each of these maps
is an excision or a homeomorphism, so they all induce homology isomorphisms.
We define the orientation bundle pairing ×
OB
: (M ×p X˜)4M̂→ M˜ by
(m, ξ) ×
OB
η= δφdM ◦ γφ dM
(
α−1φ dX (ξ)×EPβ
−1
φdF
(η)
)
,
for any m ∈M , (ξ, η) ∈HdX(X,X− x) and η ∈HdF (Fx,Fx −m), where
×
EP
:HdX(Uφ,Uφ − x)×HdF
(
F,F − φ−1x (m)
)
→HdM
(
Uφ × F,Uφ × F − φ−1(m)
)
is the exterior homology product [8, pp. 189–192]. We need to show that this definition
does not depend upon the choice of φ, and that the pairing is continuous. If we can do this,
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then we are done since bilinearity of ×
OB
follows from bilinearity of ×
EP
, and the property
that ×
OB
sends a pair of generators to a generator follows from the corresponding property
of ×
EP
[8, Proposition 2.15, p. 192] and the fact that αφdX ,βφdF , γφdM , and δφdM are all
isomorphisms.
To show that the definition is independent of the choice of φ, suppose we also have
x ∈ Uψ for another trivializing homeomorphism ψ :Uψ × F → p−1(Uψ). One can show,
using excision and naturality of ×
EP
, that in the above construction we may replace Uφ by
any other open neighborhoodU ⊂Uφ of x , and still have the same product (m, ξ) ×
OB
η. So
we may assume that Uφ =Uψ =U , where U is contractible and we need to show that
δφdM ◦ γφdM ◦
(
×
EP
)
◦ (α−1φdX × β−1φdF )= δψdM ◦ γψdM ◦ (×EP) ◦ (α−1ψdX × β−1ψdF ).
Since Uφ = Uψ , then δφ = δψ and αφ = αψ , so proving this equality reduces to showing
that
(
γ−1φ ◦ γψ
)
dM
◦
(
×
EP
)
=
(
×
EP
)
◦ (idHdX(U,U−x)×(β−1φ ◦ βψ)dF ). (∗)
Let {rt :U → U} be a homotopy such that r0 is the constant map to x , the map r1 is the
identity on U , and rt (x)= x for all t . Define an isotopy{
ht :
(
U × F,U × F −ψ−1(m))→ (U × F,U × F − φ−1(m))}
by ht (x ′, e)= (x ′, φ−1rt (x ′) ◦ψrt (x ′)(e)). To check that {ht } is a well-defined isotopy of pairs,
we compute that
ht
(
ψ−1(m)
) = ht (x,ψ−1x (m))= (x,φ−1rt (x) ◦ψr(t)(x)(ψ−1x (m)))
= (x,φ−1x ◦ψx(ψ−1x (m)))= φ−1(m)
for all t . One can also check that h0 = id(U,U−φ−1(m))×(β−1φ ◦ βψ) and h1 = γ−1φ ◦ γψ , so
(γ−1φ ◦ γψ)dM = (id(U,U−φ−1(m))×(β−1φ ◦ βψ))dM , and therefore, by naturality of ×EP,
(
γ−1φ ◦ γψ
)
dM
◦
(
×
EP
)
= (id(U,U−φ−1(m))×(β−1φ ◦ βψ))dM ◦ (×EP)
=
(
×
EP
)
◦ (idHdX (U,U−x)×(β−1φ ◦ βψ)dF ).
This proves (∗), so the definition does not depend upon the choice of φ.
It remains to show that the pairing ×
OB
is continuous. Again let φ :Uφ × F → p−1(Uφ)
be a trivializing homeomorphism. Let V ∈ UUφ , and W ∈ UF be closed-cell interiors
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(see Subsection 2.1). We construct the following diagram of covering spaces and fibre-
preserving maps:
(p4M)
−1(φ(V ×W))
V ×W ×HdX(X,X− V )× p˜−1F (W)
a 
V ×W ×HdX(Uφ,Uφ − V )×HdF (F,F −W)
b 
(idV×W )×(×
EP
)
V ×W ×HdM (Uφ × F,Uφ × F − V ×W)
c 
φ(V ×W)×HdM(p−1(Uφ),p−1(Uφ)− φ(V ×W))
d 
p˜−1M (φ(V ×W))
We will explain the diagram from top to bottom. The top space is the restriction of the
covering space (M ×p X˜)4M̂ to the subspace φ(V ×W)⊂M . The next three spaces are
trivial covering spaces over V ×W , the last two are covering spaces over φ(V ×W). The
map a is defined by
a(x, e, ξX, ξF )=
((
φ(x, e), ρV (x, ξX)
)
, φˆ(x, ξF )
)
,
where ρV :V × HdX(X,X − V ) → p˜−1X (V ) and φˆ :Uφ × F˜ → pˆ−1M (Uφ) are the
homeomorphisms from Theorems 2.2 and 3.2, respectively. The map b is defined by
b(x, e, ξX, ξF )=
(
x, e, εdX(ξX),ρW (e, ξF )
)
.
Here εdX is the isomorphism induced by the excision ε : (Uφ,Uφ − V ) ⊂ (X,X − V )
and ρW :W × HdF (F,F − W)→ p˜−1F (W) is the homeomorphism from Theorem 2.2.
Both a and b are easily seen to be homeomorphisms. The map c is the Cartesian
product of φ|V × W with the homology isomorphism induced by the map of pairs
defined by φ. Finally, the map d is the composition of two maps: the first is the
Cartesian product of the identity on φ(V × W) with the isomorphism induced by the
excision (p−1(Uφ),p−1(Uφ) − φ(U × W)) ⊂ (M,M − φ(U × W)); the second is the
homeomorphism ρφ(V×W) :φ(V ×W)×HdM(M,M − φ(U ×W))→ p˜−1M (φ(U ×W))
of Theorem 2.2.
We claim that the composition d ◦ c ◦ (idV×W ×(×
EP
)) ◦ b−1 ◦ a−1 is just (the restriction
of) ×
OB
. If this claim is true, then we are done since the composition is continuous and the set
of sets of the form (p4M)
−1(φ(V ×W)) is an open cover of (M×p X˜)4M̂ . To see that the
composition is the restriction of ×
OB
to (p4M)
−1(φ(V ×W)), let m ∈ φ(V ×W), let (x, e)=
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φ−1(m), and restrict the above diagram to the fibres over m and over (x, e). A slightly
condensed version of that diagram forms the left column of the diagram below. The right
column depicts the spaces and maps in our definition of ×
OB
. The horizontal maps are all
bijections: the first is just a projection; the second is projection followed by the Cartesian
product of the two isomorphisms induced by the inclusions (Uφ,Uφ −V )⊂ (Uφ,Uφ − x)
and (F,F − W) ⊂ (F,F − e); the third is projection followed by the isomorphism
induced by the inclusion (Uφ × F,Uφ × F − V × W) ⊂ (Uφ × F,Uφ × F − (x, e)).
It is straightforward from the definitions of the various maps to verify that the diagram
commutes. This suffices to establish the claim.
{m} ×HdX(X,X− x)×HdF (Fx,Fx −m)  HdX(X,X− x)×HdF (Fx,Fx −m)
{(x, e)} ×HdX(Uφ,Uφ − V )×HdF (F,F −W) 
a◦b 
(id{(x,e)})×(×
EP
)
HdX(Uφ,Uφ − x)×HdF (F,F − e)
αφdX×βφdF 
×
EP
{(x, e)} ×HdM (Uφ × F,Uφ × F − V ×W) 
d◦c 
HdM (Uφ × F,Uφ × F − φ−1(m))
δφdM ◦γφdM
p˜−1
M
(φ(V ×W)) p˜−1
M
(φ(V ×W))
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